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It Gets Better With Age
Denise Nicole Green, Cornell University
Some Like it Hot: Naturally-dyed Yoga Apparel
Denise Nicole Green, Cornell University
Unification of Naasquuisaqs and Tl’aakwakumlth
Denise Nicole Green, Cornell University; and
Haa’yuups Ron Hamilton, Hupacasath First Nation
Celestial Indigo
Sherry Haar, Emily Andrews, Tracey Martin, Jeanne
Hankerson, and Bianca Sanford, Kansas State University
Tri-axis
Kim Hongyoun Hahn, Kent State University
Dragonflies Rising
Gwendolyn Hustvedt, Texas State University
Uist Shrug
Gwendolyn Hustvedt, Texas State University
Revive and Renew
Chanmi Hwang and Jessie Roselyn, Washington State
University
Perspective Rays
Ja Young Hwang and Kim Hahn, Kent State University
Phalaenopsis Amabilis 1
Ja Young Hwang, Kent State University
Phalaenopsis Amabilis 2
Ja Young Hwang,Vince Quevedo, and Linda Ohrn-McDaniel, Kent State University

Transformation of Hanbok Baji, Pants in Traditional
Korean Dress
Yoo Jin Kwon, Korea National Open University
Aerial Antarctica
Claire Hider and Traci A.M. Lamar, North Carolina
State University
Athleisure Hanbok
Saemee Lyu, California State Polytechnic University,
Pomona
Plastic Soup
Addie Martindale, Georgia Southern University
Design for a Wasp-Loving Entomologist. Using
Digital Printing and Creative Pattern Cutting to Create
an Ensemble to Reflect One’s Research Interests
Ellen McKinney, Iowa State University; and Fatma
Baytar, Cornell University
Argyle Reimagined - A Study in Upcycling Using
Piecing Techniques
Archana Mehta, Kent State University
Pre-Consumer Fusion
Colleen Anne Moretz, West Virginia University
Spiral Into Zero-Waste
Colleen Anne Moretz, West Virginia University
Afterglow: An Equitable Approach to Design
Kristen D. Morris and Jean Parsons, University of Missouri
3rd Time is a Charm
Linda Margareta Ohrn-McDaniel, Kent State University

1950s Re-Imagined
Rayneld Rolak Johnson, Wayne State University

Strategically Knit
Linda Margareta Ohrn-McDaniel, Kent State University

Vertebrae, A Tribute to the Oregon Coast Part 3
Laura Kane, Framingham State University

Indigo Chrysanthemum
Belinda T. Orzada, University of Delaware

Morning Glory
Hyunsoo Kim, Seoul Women’s University

No Filter
Alisa Otto, University of North Texas
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Water’s Edge: Theme and Variation
Jean Parsons and Kristen Morris, University of Missouri

Polonaise Meets Zero-Waste
Casey R. Stannard, Louisiana State University

Perfect Patola: A Memoir
Anupama Pasricha, St. Catherine University

3D Printing for a Modern Bag
Lushan (Sarina) Sun, Auburn University; and Sandra
Starkey, University of Nebraska

The Power Suit: Sustainable and Stylish, an Empowering Eco-pioneer
Anupama Pasricha, St. Catherine University
What is Your Super-Power
Anne Porterfield, North Carolina State University
Metamorphosis
Mary L. Ray, Appalachian State University
Blooming Moth Dress
Della Reams, Miami University; Larry Rushing, Temple
University; and Hisham Dawoud,Virginia Commonwealth University
White Privilege is Being Able to Carry a TV Down
the Street at Night, White Privilege is Not Being
Afraid to Call the Police
Kelly L. Reddy-Best, Iowa State University
Color Hearing: Baby it’s Cold Outside
Jessica L. Ridgway, Florida State University
Relativity of a Woman
Jessica L. Ridgway, Florida State University
Upcycling Approach to Designing to Highlight
Traditional Weaving and Knitting Techniques
Carol J. Salusso and Yitan Ji,Washington State University
Upcycled Jacket
Carolyn Schactler
Allelomorph
Jooyoung Shin, Cornell University
Impression of Tweed
Mary Simpson, Western Michigan University
Fishy Finery
Casey R. Stannard, Louisiana State University; and
S. M. Fijul Kabir, North Carolina State University

Instilled: 3D Printing Elastic Lace
Lushan (Sarina) Sun, Auburn University
Protex Active
Andre West, Jiayin Li, Lilah Halbkat, Marian McCord,
and Kun Luan, North Carolina State University
From the Closet to the Street
Mia (Mikyoung) Whang, Centenary University
Nature’s DNA
Ling Zhang and Li Jiang, Central Michigan University
The Fractal Geometry of Life
Ling Zhang and Su An, Central Michigan University

Graduate Student Designs
Pages 69-94

Conventional but Contemporary
Samirah Mohammed Ali Alotaib, University of
Nebraska-Lincoln
Advisor: Sandra Starkey
Glass Garden: Chihuly Blown Glass Translated as
Wearable Art
Charity Calvin Armstead, Iowa State University
Advisor: Eulanda A. Sanders
Reinterpretation of Hanbok
Sunhyung Cho, Iowa State University
Advisor: Ellen McKinney
The Structure of Truth
YooJin Chung, Cornell University
Advisor: Susan Ashdown
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Graduate Student Designs (cont’d)
Color Play: An Exploration of Color Theory and
Three-Dimensional Printing for Fashion
Holly Marie Klaus, Central Michigan University
Advisor: Michael Mamp
Hybrid Comfort: 3D Printing Interwoven
Tianyu Cui and Lushan Sun, Auburn University
Bonded
Kelsie Nicole Doty, Cornell University
Advisor: Denise Green
Gratitude
Kelsie Nicole Doty, Cornell University
Advisor: Denise Green
Nebrio Bra: Sports Bra for Treadmill Running on the
International Space Station
Olivia Anne Echols, University of Oregon
Advisor: Susan Sokolowski

Color Motion
Li Jiang, Central Michigan University
Advisor: Ling Zhang
Let the “Mighty” Rise Track and Field Performance Top
Nigel AR Joseph, Washington State University
Love Postoperative ECG Shell (I)
Ching I Lai, National Yunlin University of Science
&Technology; Shu Hwa Lin, University of Hawai`i at
Manoa; Chang-Franw Lee, National Yunlin University
of Science &Technology; and Jih-Liang Juang and
Chao-Ping Chung,Vitalsigns Technology Co., Ltd
Love Postoperative ECG T-shirt (II)
Ching I Lai and Chang-Franw Lee, National Yunlin
University of Science &Technology; Shu Hwa Lin,
University of Hawai`i at Manoa; and Jih-Liang Juang
and Chao-Ping Chung,Vitalsigns Technology Co., Ltd

El Vestido Charro
Jessica Guadalupe Estrada, Cornell University
Advisor: Denise N. Green

The Corset Algorithm
Jie Pei, Katherine Celia Greder, and Yixiao Wang,
Cornell University
Advisor: Jooyoung Shin

Mother’s Desire
Damilola Tomiwa Fasinu and Colleen Moretz, West
Virginia University

A Suit for H.G. Wells: Subtraction Cutting and a
Time Machine
Brianna Plummer, Iowa State University

Nature/Neutrality: An Exploration of Eye Tracking for
Innovative Textile Design
Jason Phillip Gagnon, Central Michigan University
Advisor: Su Kyoung An

Wearing a Steampunk Costume Illustration
Brianna Plummer, Iowa State University

AfterLife
Sanjay Guria and Yoojin Chung, Cornell University
Advisor: Susan Ashdown
Window of Blessing
Okhee Han, Nanghee Park, and Yoonmi Choi,
Chungnam University
Resilience: Activewear for Lower Limb Amputees
who Utilize Prosthetic Limbs
Halimat Ipaye and Nicole Eckerson, University of
Missouri
Advisor: Kristen Morris

Denim Lace
Krissi Rae Riewe, University of North Texas
Advisor: Janie Stidham
Assembling Creativity
Krissi Rae Riewe, University of North Texas
Advisor: Janie Stidham
Lost Beauty
Liping Shu, Nanghee Park, and Yoonmi Choi,
Chungnam University
Sight Unseen
Angela Uriyo, University of Missouri
Advisor: Kristen Morris
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Design for Your Day: 3D Printing in Bridal Shape Wear
Tashina Walp and Lushan Sun, Auburn University

Clowning Around
Kaimipono Kajiyama, University of Hawai`i-Manoa
Design Mentor: Cynthia Tsark

Undergraduate Student Designs

Doyenné
Grace Lawson, Cornell University
Design Mentor: Jooyoung Shin

Pages 95 -121

Queen Conch
Kiana Bonollo, North Carolina State University
My Girl Friday
Lawren Cappelletti, Syracuse University
Design Mentor: Adriana Gorea
World Wore II
Lawren Cappelletti, Syracuse University
Design Mentor: Adriana Gorea
Sugar Coated
Alex Champagne and Susan P. Ashdown, Cornell
University
Lava Rock Recyclables Dress
Brooke Connolly, North Carolina State University
Design Mentor: Anne Porterfield
Absence and Presence
Michael Courtney, Kent State University
Design Mentor: Archana Mehta
Homesick
Tara Efobi, Iowa State University
Design Mentor: Ellen McKinney
Skeptic
Helena Kate Elston, Syracuse University
Design Mentor: Adriana Gorea

Yinyang
Grace Lawson, Cornell University
Design Mentor: Jooyoung Shin
Creative Conduct
Eliza Lesser, Cornell University
Design Mentor: Jooyoung Shin
Flux and Flowering
Carol Li and Elizabeth Schneider, Kent State University
Design Mentor: Chanjuan Chen
Diffraction
Rebecca Mainger, Kent State University
Design Mentor: Chanjuan Chen
Transmutation
Morgan Manuel and Noelle Armitage, Kent State
University
Design Mentor: Chanjuan Chen
Glacial Fracture
Kaya Middleton, Cornell University
Design Mentor: Huiju Park
Icescape
Abigail Mitchell and Linsey Griffin, University of
Minnesota

Subject of the Western Gaze
Alejandro N. Gutierrez, University of Cincinnati
Design Mentor: Ashley Kubley

Plastic City
Michelle Ann Domingo Nino, University of Hawai’i
at Manoa
Design Mentor: Minako McCarthy

Yuuki Shorts and Matching Blouse
Isabel Hines, North Carolina State University
Design Mentor: Andre West

Unbalanced Contrast
Se Jung Oh, Montclair State University
Design Mentor: May Chae
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Undergraduate Student Designs (cont’d)
Ethereal
Mananchaya Phisphahutharn, Cornell University
Design Mentor: Huiju Park
Living Together
Narisara Saelim and Jessica Hokes, Kent State University
Design Mentor: Chanjuan Chen
April 8th
Katelyn Schmidt and Julia Sorboro, Kent State University
Design Mentor: Chanjuan Chen
Black Coffee Gossip
Carolyn Simon, Iowa State University
Design Mentor: Ellen McKinney
Afterglow
Cheyenne Smith and Katya Roelse, University of
Delaware
Metamorphosis: A Transformative Evolution in Shape,
Silhouette, and Attitude
Mihaela Roxana Stoica, Ryerson University
Design Mentor: Joshua Williams
Mycelium Afoot: Fashioning Sustainable Footwear
Wing Tang, Jillian Silverman, Kelly Cobb, and Huantian
Cao, University of Delaware

Scholarship Awards for
Creative Design
University of Fashion/Laurence King Publishing
Award
Gerber Technology Fashion Tech Professional Award
EFI Optitex Design in Technology Award
ATEXINC Award for Excellence in Marketable Textile
Design
Claire Shaeffer Award for Outstanding Marketable
Design
ESRAP Award for Sustainable Design
Fashion Supplies Award for Innovative Design
Lectra Outstanding Faculty Modaris Award
Lectra Kaledo Award for Faculty
Lectra Outstanding Graduate Student Modaris
Award
Lectra Outstanding Graduate Student Kaledo Award
Sandra Hutton Award for Excellence in Fiber Arts
ITAA Award for Creative and Innovative
Employment of Technique
ITAA Award for Innovative Design Scholarship
Thank you to the donors of these
scholarship awards

Ellis Raincoat
Stephanie Wang and Elizabeth Bye, University of
Minnesota
Design Mentor: Kelly Cobb
Stratified
Katherine Williams, Cornell University
Design Mentor: Denise Green
Plastic Paradise
Kaycee Naomi Yoshioka, University of Hawai`i-Manoa
Design Mentor: Minako McCarthy
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PROFESSIONAL

Functional Design
Proposal for Automobile
Mechanics Coverall
To increase the safety and work efficiency of automobile mechanics, there need to be functional clothes to meet
their needs. Therefore we aim to design mechanic coveralls that take into account the clothes’ mobility and functionality
issues or limitations using quantitative methods. In order to design the coveralls, 3D Body Scanner and YUKA
CAD were used for functional analysis. An initial prototype was produced, and a mechanic was fitted with
this sample at his workplace and was recorded for an evaluation of mobility. Two other mechanics, using their
past experiences with coveralls, evaluated the functionality. Their suggestions were incorporated in order to
identify the possible difficulties in mobility and to revise our prototype. This design proposal for automobile
mechanics’ coveralls sheds light on the issues that must be addressed when producing mechanics’ coveralls.

Designer
In Sook Ahn, New Mexico State University
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PROFESSIONAL

Visual Perception

The main purpose of this project is to investigate the psychological effect of fashion design elements on human
perception and behavior. The project, Visual Perception, is trying to bring controlled anxiety to the perceiver
by creating visual dizzying effect in both moving and static situation. The visual form was the priority in this
project, which may conclude a visual meaning through media.Two main technological processes conducted in the
project were (1) 3D printing and (2) digital printing. The methodology of using 3D prints as an embellishment
that is hand sewn to a woven textile brings into view another look at the incorporation of technology into
traditional sewing and design techniques. As the viewer perceives the garment from all angles, different levels
of planes from static voids to dizzying areas of movement are visually created through the design.

Designers
Rachel Anderson and Sahand Abbassi,Texas Tech University
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PROFESSIONAL

Scar-Red

This garment is part of a wearable art collection called Matters of Dis-Ease, inspired by the red dress symbol
used by the U.S. National Institutes of Health and the American Heart Association to promote awareness of
women’s cardiovascular disease, the number one killer of women. The collection, comprised of sculptural
garments created from red textile waste salvaged from the garment industry (meant to parallel the waste
from disease), is designed to make visible what is often invisible, not only the disease itself but also the stigma
of a disease that may be exasperated by personal lifestyle choices. Scar-Red is a statement about women post
heart surgery when although all the pieces are put back together the scar always remains.

Designer
Susan Taber Avila, University of California, Davis
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PROFESSIONAL

Sparkling Refreshment

This garment was initially inspired by Paco Rabanne’s use of non-traditional materials in his 1960s unwearable
fashion designs. The fabric for the garment body was made from circles cut from recycled aluminum cans that
were sewn onto a dissolvable substrate to create a net. The t-shaped garment is entirely constructed through
the stitching process without any seams.To make the garment more comfortable to wear, knit cut waste from
the garment industry was cut into circles and applied to the back as a lining.The waste from the circle cut cans
was crushed and sewn onto a repurposed fabric form to create a matching headdress. Combined with the
glittery and highly patterned material, the silhouette reflects the ancient Byzantine dalmatic so small square
patterns, reminiscent of Byzantine segmentae were included in the design as decorative graphic elements.

Designer
Susan Taber Avila, University of California, Davis
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PROFESSIONAL

Zero-what?

Consumers prefer zero-waste dresses that are typical aesthetically over those that are atypical, even when
considering the zero-waste concept behind the designs.Typical dresses are those judged to be either classic in
style or currently in style. Zero-what? is a zero-waste design that appears very typical in silhouette and style.
A red and white micro-check gingham top with lace detail at the waist is paired with a white knee length
pique skirt with lace trim accenting the diagonal seams.The top is designed with the midriff section formed by
twelve tessellating trapezoid shapes. The bra and straps are bias cut. For this design, a fabric with either
double-face or no face is required since the bra section twists once to achieve the fit and look desired. The
skirt is a bias tube of white pique with lace trim accenting the diagonal seams that spiral around the body.

Designer
Melanie Carrico, University of North Carolina at Greensboro
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PROFESSIONAL

Oxford Lattice

With swelling textile waste in the fashion industry, it is increasingly important for designers to explore new
ways of reuse and upcycling. This particular design was a collaboration between two apparel designers who
have different research and design backgrounds. One of the designers has previously explored upcycling with
the use of secondhand mens garments to re-create eveningwear, while the other designer has been practicing
innovative hand weaving techniques. Utilizing the strategy of upcycling, combined with a traditional strip pattern
weaving technique, the purpose of this design was to develop a sustainable garment through refashioning and
adding significance to secondhand men’s dress shirts, while also creating an origami flower-inspired outfit with
innovative surface designs.

Designers
Chanjuan Chen and Kim Hahn, Kent State University
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PROFESSIONAL

Transformative Bloom

Modular design is a design approach that features small standardized units that can be independently combined
in various configurations to create different forms and provide multiple functions. This design was a part of
a cross-disciplinary creative collaboration between an apparel designer and printmaker. The purpose of this
partnership is to explore transformable design by integrating the concept of modularity and engineering prints,
which feature continuous tiling of artwork. Inspired by hydrangeas, the themes of sustainability and transformation
were explored and embodied through the design and the concept. Hydrangeas are hyperaccumulator plants
that remediate soils contaminated with heavy metals. Their color changes depending on the contents of the
soil. The challenge of this design was to create modules that can not only be combined independently in a
variety of ways to create garments or accessories, but also function as closures to join engineering printed
fabrics to create dynamic and changeable surface designs.

Designers
Chanjuan Chen and Taryn McMahon, Kent State University
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PROFESSIONAL

Pronounced Illusion I

Similarities between ‘60s and 2000s and incredible modern technologies are stimulating our synesthesia and
leading us to a new audiovisual experience. Based on the examination of the Psychedelic art influencing many
arts including painting, music and films and its application to fashion, this research aims to provide an opportunity
to look into the contemporary culture through the 60s, offering a new visual experience and expanding the
range of fashion design. As for the research methodology, this study reviewed precedent research on the
Psychedelic art. And this research developed a suit jacket which is integrated with a shirt and trousers using
printing patterns and apparel construction methods to maximize a visual illusion effect, a representative characteristic of the Psychedelic art.

Designer
Sun Young Choi, Korea National Open University
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PROFESSIONAL

Pronounced Illusion II

Similarities between ‘60s and 2000s and incredible modern technologies are stimulating our synesthesia and
leading us to a new audiovisual experience. Based on the examination of the Psychedelic art influencing many
arts including painting, music and films and its application to fashion, this research aims to provide an opportunity
to look into the contemporary culture through the 60s, offering a new visual experience and expanding the
range of fashion design. As for the research methodology, this study reviewed precedent research on the
Psychedelic art. And this research developed a double breasted coat jacket which is integrated with a shell
and lining using printing patterns and apparel construction methods to maximize a visual illusion effect, a
representative characteristic.

Designer
Sun Young Choi, Korea National Open University
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PROFESSIONAL

Neo Heritage Ensemble

An important role of an academic historic clothing and textiles collection is to enhance the curricular programs
of the Department.This is accomplished by the collection, preservation and exhibition of artifacts of historical
significance in the area of fashion and apparel. While the artifacts are the result of practice, they also inspire
further iteration. Dress studies, as object-based fashion scholarship, is an interdisciplinary approach to fashion
research. The study of fashion artifacts provides insight into the cultural milieu or zeitgeist of a society during
a particular point in time. The Academic or Classic blazer was historically an identifier of status. In this design
scenario, a collaborative team looked at the past, to understand the present, shaping the future through creative scholarship. Our aim was to invigorate the Academic or Classic blazer and to engage a new generation.
We adopted the collection as our primary inspiration as we conceptualized a wearable ensemble that exists
simultaneously as an archive and innovation.

Designers
Kelly Cobb, Belinda Orzada, and Dilia Lopez-Gydosh, University of Delaware
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PROFESSIONAL

Mariana Arc

Mariana Arc brings attention to the issue of climate change with a textile design created from images of carbon
dioxide (CO2) and sulfur dioxide (SO2) and a subtraction cut apparel design reflecting the release of these
gasses into the atmosphere.

Designer
Amy Dorie, San Francisco State University
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PROFESSIONAL

Jump of Icarus

The myth of Icarus from Greek mythology, who is said to have flown so high, so close to the sun, that his wax wings melted
and he plunged to his death in the Aegean Sea, has been an inspiration for many arts and sciences, leading to explorations
into problem solving strategies. In the fashion world, one of the problems that designers are constantly challenged with
solving is that of creating clothing as envelopes for moving bodies.This design submission builds upon my previous scholarship,
of creating garments that respond and support the wearer’s body, while maintaining sustainable design practices via mixed
construction techniques and materials. Lindqvist’s kinetic garment construction theory served as the initiating platform
for this project, an exciting draping methodology to create one-piece pattern garments that allow for body movement, but
also by using excessive amount of fabric and resulting in high fabric wastage. Conceptual references to Icarus as a metaphor
for engineered boundless movement guided the design process, resulting into an adaptation of Lindqvist’s published jumpsuit
pattern, with added pattern versatility, garment aesthetics and near zero waste design.

Designer
Adriana Gorea, Syracuse University
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PROFESSIONAL

It Gets Better With Age

The impact of time, gravity, ultraviolet light, washing, and other forces are typically perceived as detrimental to
our clothing and bodies, but this yoga ensemble forces us to re-imagine the opportunities that frequent use,
laundering, soiling, and consistent hot yoga practice may provide. It Gets Better With Age is an experiment in
contact-dyeing plant matter (yellow onion skins and Hopi sunflower seeds) onto a synthetic active wear fabric
(80% nylon, 20% Lycra spandex) for the design of hot yoga apparel for women over the age of 50. Over time
and frequent contact with a sweaty body and regular laundering, the garment colors gradually deepened, darkened,
and became more rich and visually interesting. This design is a necessary innovation that addresses the social,
aesthetic, and functional desires of the growing population of women over the age of 50 who practice yoga
and want more sustainable, and less commercialized, athletic apparel.

Designer
Denise Nicole Green, Cornell University
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PROFESSIONAL

Some Like it Hot:
Naturally-dyed Yoga
Apparel
Hatha Yoga (physical practice of yoga postures) has grown in popularity in the U.S.A. with 24.5 million
practitioners in 2015, a number estimated to double by 2020. As this number grows, so too will the demand
for apparel that meets the specific needs of the practice. Researchers have found that yoga practitioners are
demanding for more sustainable active wear; however, this is a challenge for hot yoga practitioners because
they sweat profusely, making natural fibers like cotton and linen impractical.This design was conceptualized to
meet the needs of hot yoga practitioners and sought to improve the sustainability of hot yoga clothing: (1) by
using dahlias and Hopi sunflower seeds in a contact dye technique on a pre-mordanted jersey knit fabric (80%
nylon, 20% spandex, 12% OWF aluminum sulfate); and (2) by creating a design that used a minimal amount of
fabric and could incorporate fabric scraps to reduce waste.

Designer
Denise Nicole Green, Cornell University
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PROFESSIONAL

Unification of
Naasquuisaqs and
Tl’aakwakumlth
This design is as a bridal gown that will be worn at a Nuu-chah-nulth First Nation potlatch ceremony to mark
the union of Naasquuisaqs, a highly ranked 64-year-old woman of the Hupacasath Nation, and Tl’aakwakumlth,
a man in his 70s who hails from Kyuquot and Nuuchatlaht Nations and holds a Ha’wilth (chief) position in
the latter. The design integrates a decade of ongoing ethnographic research, collaborative design practice, new
technologies related to body-scanning and half-scale pattern development for custom design, and experiments
in surface design techniques. The result acknowledges Nuu-chah-nulth histories and their ongoing cultural
practices and iconography. This design also contributes to recent conversations on cultural appropriation
by showing how collaborative ethnographic design research has the potential to create respectful cultural
exchange and designed outcomes that honor and exemplify the cultures of origin.

Designers
Denise Nicole Green, Cornell University and Haa’yuups Ron Hamilton,
Hupacasath First Nation
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PROFESSIONAL

Celestial Indigo

The dress, Celestial Indigo, was the result of a collaborative effort between a book author, designer, stitcher,
and natural dyers. Tracey Martin, author of Sustainable in Stilettos, is passionate about a book cover’s intrinsic
messages. Celestial Indigo, created for Martin’s book cover, holds messages of refashioning, versatility, natural
color, and collaboration. A halter dress was refashioned by designing a skirt overlay from silk chiffon torn into
strips and through coloration with indigo. The indigo vat was a fermentation vat with fructose as the reducing
agent and calcium hydroxide for alkalinity. Sustainable advantages of the fructose fermentation vat compared
to a chemical vat are no harsh chemicals (i.e., thiourea dioxide and lye) and elimination of heat beyond initial
reduction. To protect undyed and dyed areas, as well as manage the gown bulk, fabric sections were capped
with plastic and secured with rubber bands and string.

Designers
Sherry Haar, Emily Andrews,Tracey Martin, Jeanne Hankerson, and
Bianca Sanford, Kansas State University
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PROFESSIONAL

Tri-axis

The purpose of this design was to create digitally printed woven textile fabric strips by exploring triaxial weaving
combined with sustainable design practice.The designer has been exploring combining traditional hand weaving
craft and contemporary digital printing technology to create the unique textile woven surface design through
inter-weaving parallel gradations of two or three contrasting colors to develop optical illusions of depth and
volume. Through this process, the designer has created an optical pattern consisting of a three-dimensional
patch-like illusion with rectangular strips. In addition, the designer has in the past, incorporated spiraling strips
with widths of gradually decreasing size toward the center with a digitally printed textile pattern by digitally
pre-determining each color gradient and pattern shape location. The designer also has been exploring the
sustainable design practice of upcycling post-consumer used garments.This design applied the upcycled design
method using women’s blouses and formal dresses for the skirt.

Designer
Kim Hongyoun Hahn, Kent State University
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PROFESSIONAL

Dragonflies Rising

The jacket in this design was created using a rayon brocade kimono purchased in 1960s Vietnam by a US
veteran but never worn. The goal of the design project was to retain as much of the original kimono material
as possible while refashioning it into a functional women’s garment by incorporating new materials that were
custom made for the project using silk-painting and digital textile design inspired by the river habitat.The lining
of the jacket is a 100% cotton digital print featuring pennywort plants. The lower portion of the sleeves and
the band forming the collar and lapel were silk painted and shown repeating images of dragonflies flying over a
river billowing with the local endangered species of wild-rice and the pennywort covering the sandy riverbed.
The final result is a cohesive design that retains the emotional impact of the garment’s origin while tying it to
treasured natural resources.

Designer
Gwendolyn Hustvedt,Texas State University
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PROFESSIONAL

Uist Shrug

The impetus for this design began with a cone of wool from the mini-mill on the island of North Uist in the
Outer Hebrides. The goal of this design was to understand if alternate shaping methods, which are faster on
the knitting machine, could still produce satisfactory garments. Construction of the garment from the three
pieces was completed by twisting two polygonal shapes so that the long edge of the rectangular center was
joined with one side of the triangular end to form a tube with a triangular open end, one side of which was
joined with the diamond center piece to form one half of a raglan sleeve line in the front and a triangular yoke
in the back. The resulting shrug evokes the shawls were common in the Hebrides in the centuries before the
20th century, but with an updated styling and ease of wear produced by sleeves.

Designer
Gwendolyn Hustvedt,Texas State University
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PROFESSIONAL

Revive and Renew

The purpose of this collaborative design, Revive and Renew, is to promote the value and raise awareness of the
traditional textile techniques (i.e. knitting, crocheting, felting, hand embroidering) using a variety of upcycled
animal fibers. Especially, using yarns to make fabric from interlocking loops, knitting and crocheting emphasize
cradle to cradle approaches within a sustainable apparel design framework.

Designers
Chanmi Hwang and Jessie Roselyn, Washington State University
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PROFESSIONAL

Perspective Rays

The purpose of design was to develop a sustainable design through the use of re-purposed and post-consumer
materials inspired by an Op-art artist. The work of British painter and designer Bridget Riley was used as a
source of inspiration; her work is generally known for being one of the foremost examples of Op-art. Her
distinctive style of black-and-white optical art paintings uses simple geometrical shapes that include circles,
squares, or stripes to establish intricate and repetitive patterns that create an appearance of movement as well
as other optical illusions. Several pairs of post consumers’ khaki pants in two different hues with different sizes
and shapes were hand-cut and sewn together to create a fabric surface for the top and the skirt.

Designers
Ja Young Hwang and Kim Hahn, Kent State University
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PROFESSIONAL

Phalaenopsis Amabilis 1

The purpose of this project was to customize a design and create a contemporary evening dress for a client,
a school donor, who was attending two University events: a university founder’s ball event, and a botanical
garden’s orchid show entitled Fashion meets Botanical Garden. Furthermore, the aim of this project was to
show and educate customers with respect to how unique customized design can be performed with the help
of technology and to showcase how such new technologies can open up a continuously-expanding array of
creative possibilities and spawn a complex new set of solutions for designers.

Designer
Ja Young Hwang, Kent State University
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PROFESSIONAL

Phalaenopsis Amabilis 2

The purpose of this project was to customize a design and create a contemporary evening dress for a client,
a school donor, who was attending two University events: a university founder’s ball event, and a botanical
garden’s orchid show entitled Fashion meets Botanical Garden.The aim of this project was to experiment with
and showcase directions in which technology can take us closer to full customization with respect to patterns,
prints, colors, sizes and shapes best suited for a customer.

Designers
Ja Young Hwang,Vince Quevedo, and Linda Ohrn-McDaniel, Kent State
University
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PROFESSIONAL

1950s Re-Imagined

1950s Re-Imagined Rayneld Rolak Johnson This artwear accessory resulted from engaging in the creative design
process.Vintage textiles offer excellent materials and inspiration for creative fashion designs. For this hat, vintage
fabric was combined in a new way with original hand resist dyed fabric and a vintage hat frame to create an
artistic lady’s hat. Unique, colorful beaded fabric was obtained by deconstructing a 1950s vintage purse.The fabric
was restyled to cover the top and crown of a 1950s vintage buckram hat frame. For contrast and originality,
custom resist dyed cotton fabric was used for the border around the crown, Dior rose embellishment and interior
lining. The designer used the vat immersion dye technique to create the resist dyed fabric. Millinery veiling was
sculpted, gathered and stitched to complete the styling. Hand stitching and classic millinery techniques were used
for construction.

Designer
Rayneld Rolak Johnson, Wayne State University
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PROFESSIONAL

Vertebrae, A Tribute
to the Oregon Coast
Part 3
Vertebrae, the third in a five-part series, explores the striking patterns and structure found on a very small
piece of fish spinal vertebrae. My specific focus for the Tribute to the Oregon Coast series is to look at parts
of nature that are not considered traditionally beautiful but are still important to cherish and protect. This
project utilized subtraction cutting techniques and digital textile printing. I wanted to marry the organic,
natural drape of the subtraction cut parts of the garment with the stiff, structured elements of the spine. Using a
small photograph of the side of the bone, I created an engineered print in Adobe Photoshop.The entire design
was printed on cotton sateen fabric. The spikes of the garment are reinforced with wire. This garment was
created during the Textile and Form: New Configurations in Fashion workshop hosted by Iowa State University
in the summer of 2017.

Designer
Laura Kane, Framingham State University
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PROFESSIONAL

Morning Glory

The design challenge for this three dimensional art wear, Morning Glory, is to create a transformative garment
inspired by biomimicry. Morning Glory applies two levels of biomimicry through textile innovation: not only
does it mimics form and shape, it also imitates movement - bloom and wilt.

Designer
Hyunsoo Kim, Seoul Women’s University
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PROFESSIONAL

Transformation of
Hanbok Baji, Pants in
Traditional Korean Dress
This design work is to explore and reinterpret baji of hanbok, pants of Korean traditional clothing. The design
work consists of an asymmetrical yellow top and a pink jumpsuit. The original form of the jumpsuit comes
from baji. The pattern and the construction of baji are distinctive, which related to non-Euclidean geometrical
characteristics of hyper-space such as MÃbius band and Klein bottle. The current design work transformed
baji, capitalizing on its characteristics including extremely low crotch lines, ample but accidental pleats, and cutting
with nearly zero-waste. As Lee Young Hee created the clothes of wind by transforming hanbok skirt into evening
dress, baji was transformed into a sleeveless jumpsuit by experimenting with flat-pattern and draping in the
present work. Portraying the indeterminate space of baji, the overall shape of the jumpsuit is asymmetrical and
voluminous, and the waist band wraps passes through the inside and the outside of the jumpsuit.

Designer
Yoo Jin Kwon, Korea National Open University
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PROFESSIONAL

Aerial Antarctica
Aerial Antarctica represents the continuation of a body of work focused on the interaction of digital textile
printing and surface texture.This piece explores creating textural effects through the visual suggestion of texture
in digital textile prints on non-textured surfaces. Aerial Antarctica was developed from an original abstract
painting crafted in layers to create depth through color, texture, and value.The painting was photographed and
digitally manipulated in Adobe Photoshop using filters.The resulting design was saved into two separate files
to create two engineered patterns with differing colors and scales. The files were printed with fiber-reactive
dye-based inks on five momme silk habotai to create two separate pieces which can be layered and draped in a
variety of ways to achieve novel textural effects and silhouettes.The dress designed to complete the ensemble
was knitted using an eight-gauge Shima Seiki integral knitting machine with 1/12 WC black yarns.

Designer
Claire Hider and Traci A.M. Lamar, North Carolina State University
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PROFESSIONAL

Athleisure Hanbok

The objective of this study was to create a contemporary hanbok design satisfying both aesthetic and utilitarian
design attributes for athleisure purposes by using recycled materials to encourage redesign used apparel
products in attempts to reduce post-consumer textile wastes world-wide. This design was made using the
materials from recycled activewear to meet the utilitarian purpose for the contemporary athleisure Eastern
look. For aesthetic purpose, a complementary color scheme which is the distinguishing feature of hanbok is
used. The design consists of a jacket and a tube dress with all pieces of the design made using parts of the
recycled garments except for the metal buttons for the jacket closure. This versatile design application may
lead to positive consumer perception towards the upcycled garment purchase in Eastern looks. Furthermore,
this design may contribute to encourage redesign the used garments in attempts to reduce the post-consumer
textile wastes world-wide.

Designer
Saemee Lyu, California State Polytechnic University, Pomona
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PROFESSIONAL

Plastic Soup

The purpose of this design activism artwear was to create a visual representation of the environmental impact
that plastic has on the ocean and aims to create conversation about the seriousness of the issue. The cradle
to cradle tenet of waste equals food was used as a framework for the design and sourcing of materials. An
exploration of free form embroidery fabric collage was used to create the texture which is the design emphasis
of the piece.

Designer
Addie Martindale, Georgia Southern University
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PROFESSIONAL

Design for aWasp-Loving
Entomologist. Using
Digital Printing and
Creative Pattern Cutting
to Create an Ensemble
to Reflect One’s Research
Interests
The purpose of this ensemble was to celebrate the beautiful home and industrious nature of Dolichovespula
maculata, a type of wasp colloquially known as the baldfaced hornet.The ensemble was designed for a university
professor who studies this wasp to wear to an entomology conference. Entomology academics commonly
enjoy wearing apparel and accessories made of materials from or referencing the insects they study to
academic conferences. The digital printing and subtraction cutting techniques worked together to accomplish
the goal of creating a special ensemble for an entomologist to better reflect her research interests in her social
surroundings. The volume and layers of completed garment reference the many layers of a Dolichovespula
maculata wasp nest, while the developed prints reference the nest and wasp and establish a cohesive color
story. Although this particular ensemble was designed for one person, the customization approach taken can
be used for a variety of individuals.

Designers
Ellen McKinney, Iowa State University; and Fatma Baytar, Cornell University
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PROFESSIONAL

Argyle Reimagined - A
study in upcycling using
piecing techniques
The purpose of this project was to upcycle and transform discarded garments using techniques of cutting,
piecing, and ironing incorporated in patchwork quilts. The main challenge was to design seam lines in the
jacket that enabled pattern pieces to fit in the discarded garment panels, while creating a flattering fit, line,
and silhouette on the female form. I used strip piecing and chain piecing techniques to cut and sew a zigzag
diamond pattern. These techniques are perfect for upcycling because the fabric is just cut into strips of various
widths. As this eliminates the need to fit new shapes into existing shapes for the purpose of upcycling, it
enables effective use of fabric. The seams in the jacket connected with the seams in the zigzag patches to
make piecing easier and to control fit. The resulting jacket does not resemble a traditional pieced and patched
garment or an upcycled garment.

Designer
Archana Mehta, Kent State University
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PROFESSIONAL

Pre-Consumer Fusion

Dedication to social responsible actions has been a large part of the designer’s design research and development.
Investigating various and unique techniques to incorporate sustainable practices into her design exploration. A
previous design Heirloom Elegance was created by re-purposing heirloom textiles utilizing postconsumer waste.
This design, Pre-consumer Fusion, addresses the fabric waste from apparel manufacturing. The approach for
this design is Julian Robert’s Subtraction Cutting: The Tunnel Technique. This method of pattern development is
unconventional, not concerned with outward shapes instead with negative spaces within the garment by which
the body travels through. The results are unpredictable and unique, while reducing the waste generated. This
design can be worn in different ways depending on the circles that your body passes through. Looking beyond
the current take, make, and dispose.

Designer
Colleen Anne Moretz, West Virginia University
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PROFESSIONAL

Spiral Into Zero-Waste

The ever-increasing production and consumption of fashion has lead to an equally increased use of resources,
especially fabric. Traditional garment production using the cut and sew method yields approximately a 15%
fabric waste. Zero-waste fashion design addresses this concern by producing garments without fabric waste.
The pattern making stage needs to be an integral part of the design process. Looking for an innovative method
to provide a sustainable solution to address pre-consumer textile waste, a double spiral pattern was developed
resembling a yin-yang cut apart, but leaving the square edges attached to the bottom areas of each spiral. This
pattern was used in a previous skirt design and the only vision for this design was to use the same basic pattern
to create a full garment with zero-waste. There was no other preconceived concept for the design outcome
prior to the draping of the separated spirals onto the half-scale form.

Designer
Colleen Anne Moretz, West Virginia University
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PROFESSIONAL

Afterglow: An Equitable
Approach to Design
Developed through a technology-rich design process, Afterglow builds on research that explores the application
of Universal Design (UD) principles for apparel design, specifically the principle of, equitable use, which ensures
that design is useful and marketable to people with diverse abilities. Knowing that set-in sleeves can be
problematic for wearers with limited upper body range of motion, the researchers designed a contemporary
trench coat with a two-part separating sleeve, and shoulder seam that is fixed with snaps. The lower part of
the sleeve is attached to the jacket armhole, the upper portion is connected to the yoke, and they are joined
at the neckline. Tabs hold the sleeve together, and oversized buttonholes give more space for the buttons to
pass through.

Designers
Kristen D. Morris and Jean Parsons, University of Missouri
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PROFESSIONAL

3rd Time is a Charm

The starting inspiration for this design was the word Translation. The idea was to create a translation from
knitted textile to woven textile and back around the design showing how fluid the transitions could be from
one to another. As part of my work I find it important that the surface design and the shaping of the garment
integrates. Therefore the strips of the weaving vary in size based on the placement of the design, the colors
are varied. The strips used in the design were cut in a spiral pattern on used jeans. This was done to make the
most use of the pant legs while creating bias cut strips in the end. At the conclusion of the design the dress
was washed in the machine to give the frayed edges and the soft look of the design.

Designer
Linda Margareta Ohrn-McDaniel, Kent State University
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PROFESSIONAL

Strategically Knit

The purpose of this jacket was to create a garment that used knit technology to create a more sustainable
approach to a traditional garment such as a suit jacket. Through using a short rowing approach to knitting the
jacket was knitted from the front facing to the other front facing with buttonholes, and pocket openings knitted
in as well as all the shaping that normally would be done through traditional darts and seam. This resulted in a
jacket where the only seams necessary was around the raglan sleeves, the attachment of the collar, one seam
around the opening of the pocket and a seam on each sleeve.The surface of the textile has the strategic roadmap
of the university as well as other important university information such as mission and vision.

Designer
Linda Margareta Ohrn-McDaniel, Kent State University
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PROFESSIONAL

Indigo Chrysanthemum

Geometric shapes combine to achieve a zero-waste dress design. Aesthetic goals for this garment combine
cultural and environmental sustainability, exploring the use of shibori in an apparel application, and use of natural
dye. Spiral shapes were stitched on silk satin organza used for the skirt and shoulder wrap of the dress. After
stitching the spirals using a running stitch, the stitches were pulled tight to form shaped resist areas
scattered around the fabric. Drawing up the nui shibori stitches into gathers formed cone shaped areas similar
in appearance to those formed during kumo shibori. Silk satin organza and silk organza were hand dyed in an
indigo vat, and immersed several times to develop a deep color. The three-dimensional effect resulting from
gathering provides an attractive shaped resist texture. All garment pieces began as squares or rectangles and
were draped on the dressform to develop the final design.

Designer
Belinda T. Orzada, University of Delaware
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PROFESSIONAL

No Filter

The purpose of this garment is to bring awareness to the issues we face when trusting non-professional fashion
photographers to accurately provide images of designs to the public. Our industry needs to take a closer
look at images being dispersed by fashion bloggers and social media influencers, and use a critical eye when
evaluating the garments depicted.

Designer
Alisa Otto, University of North Texas
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PROFESSIONAL

Water’s Edge: Theme
and Variation
The design Water’s Edge: Theme and Variation is a beginning phase in examining Universal Design principles
for apparel, and was motivated by the belief that clothing has a dual purpose of function and self-expression.
Designers frequently apply all seven principles of UD when creating a product, but as not all principles directly
apply to apparel, the focus of this design was flexibility in use, the second UD principle, Water’s Edge allows a
variety of wearing options. It can be worn as a vest, or as a jacket by adding the separate sleeves. It can also
be turned 180 degrees so that center front becomes center back. The digitally printed design, developed from
photographs of ice and water, was manipulated to create linear movement and transition from light to dark.
Interconnected pattern pieces allow distribution of shaping while allocating control to the wearer in terms of
garment interaction with body.

Designers
Jean Parsons and Kristen Morris, University of Missouri
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PROFESSIONAL

Perfect Patola:
A Memoir
Perfect Patola is a reincarnation designed to create a statement of ikat artisan textiles from the designer’s
collection of sarees in an aesthetically pleasing gown that highlights cultural roots, artisan appreciation,
personal meaning, and sustainable thinking. Ikat textiles is a beautiful and laborious art form created through
a multistage process of marking, binding, dyeing, weaving, and subtle manipulation of yarns. However, with
the advent of modern printing machines that have the capability of printed imitations, the appreciation of this
textile comes only by understanding the hard work of hands that touches the materials and spatial and mathematical
thinking to create the ikat. Further, this gown is designed thoughtfully to minimize waste and preserve the
integrity of the delicate fabric, thereby utilizing all of the saree material that constitutes the main body of the
semi-fitted bodice and full skirt, with accents and a scarf from remnants of other sarees.

Designer
Anupama Pasricha, St. Catherine University
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PROFESSIONAL

The Power Suit:
Sustainable and Stylish, an
Empowering Eco-pioneer
The Power Suit is an eco-pioneer and a visual representation of empowerment and style. Made for diverse
women who value individuality, the environment, and well-being, this suit is made from light blue Global Organic
Standard (GOTS) certified 100% organic cotton chambray and underlined by white GOTS certified 100%
organic cotton cambric.The underlining is used to support the fabric and to avoid the use of fusible interfacing,
except for the facing and upper collar. The suit is lined with charmeuse made from 70% hemp and 30% silk.
The key design elements--detachable ikat epaulets, hand-embroidered saddle stitch detail on welts, exposed
dart inlay, and an asymmetrical overlay on skirt front-- provide this elevated suit ensemble with a balance of
conformity and individuality. This design contributes to the sustainable product selection in the market and
strengthens the belief that every garment can be made sustainable.

Designer
Anupama Pasricha, St. Catherine University
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PROFESSIONAL

What is Your
Super-Power?
Costumed characters inhabit our world. Super-hero movies and television programs abound, and social media
has deepened their presence.What is Your Super-power is an exercise in turning my own aesthetic to address
this trend. It combines the techniques of hand silk painting with digital embroidery and machine quilting. It is a
two-piece ensemble consisting of a strapless fitted bodice and a separate skirt composed of individual padded
circle sections. The effect is a dimensional skirt that makes a visual statement and offers a sense of protection
and comfort to the wearer.The silhouette of the skirt (short in front, long in back) with the added puffiness of
the pillows is intended to evoke the feathers and tail of a bird.This garment is built on the idea that emotional
strength may come from being enveloped in colorful soft feathers, and that may be enough to power this hero.

Designer
Anne Porterfield, North Carolina State University
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PROFESSIONAL

Metamorphosis

This opera coat design, was created as one in a series of upcycled garments that I made to challenge myself
to use sustainable design strategies. With this project, I explored how to take an existing garment (a strapless
prom dress) and use its materials, shape, understructure, and surface design to create a totally different, new
piece. In the process, I used skills that I have practiced and taught over the years, including couture techniques
and craft skills that are embraced by what is now referred to as the slow fashion movement -- an alternative
to fast fashion. This piece was inspired by the process itself; by the original garment; by designs from Indalia
Fashion (coats and jackets designed and created in Italy that combine hand Italian tailoring with Asian and
Italian fabrics); and by 18th century embroidered and beaded court suits. The result is a true metamorphosis.

Designer
Mary L. Ray, Appalachian State University
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PROFESSIONAL

Blooming Moth Dress

The surrealistic imagery and harmonious color sense featured in my collaborator’s paintings inspired me to
develop a series of digitally-printed fabrics, which then generated a series of related dress designs. The integration
of these 2-D design into three-dimensional garments was my design challenge to form a beautiful 2-D design
into a creative and innovative 3-D form, using the human body as the supporting structure and the 2-D design
as ornament. Originating with a surrealistic painting of pink lilies on a blue background, this print is a digital
enlargement of the entire painted image on the front of the dress, with the reverse on back. The form is a
simple envelope-shape with strategic openings that adorns the body in numerous configurations. There was
no cutting or waste in the main body of the design, and printing errors were used for the neck ties and a pair
of tie belts.

Designers
Della Reams, Miami University; Larry Rushing,Temple University; and
Hisham Dawoud,Virginia Commonwealth University
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PROFESSIONAL

White Privilege is Being Able to
Carry a TV Down the Street at
Night, White Privilege is Not
Being Afraid to Call the Police
The purpose of this design was to engage the design process with social justice issues. I sought to answer the
questions: how can we use design to tackle and engage in conversations about critical issues, and how can we
use design to actively communicate political and social identities, motivations, and awareness? Within the context
of our current political climate that is marked with aggression towards communities who have historically
experienced discrimination, how can we use design to think more critically about our own positions of power,
privilege, and hierarchy? To engage with critical questions about privilege, power, and authority, and to bring
attention to social inequalities of Black lives I created an ensemble intended for protest, specifically protest of
police brutality and excessive force with deadly weapons, which have impacted the Black community and the
murder of the hundreds of unarmed Black or African American people by the police.

Designer
Kelly L. Reddy-Best, Iowa State University
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PROFESSIONAL

Color Hearing: Baby
it’s Cold Outside
This design used psychomimicry as the process for creating the textile print. The psychological aspect being
mimicked is the neurological phenomenon known as synesthesia. Synesthesia occurs when an individual
experiences two senses at once (i.e., seeing color when hearing music). The design challenge sought to emulate
this phenomenon through the creation of a textile print that embodies color hearing through the depiction
of sound as color.

Designers
Jessica L. Ridgway, Florida State University
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PROFESSIONAL

Relativity of a Woman

The proposed design challenge was two-fold: to incorporate innovative cutting methods to create a wearable
3D form; and engineer a textile print to suit the 3D form. The researcher used subtraction cutting methods
and implemented an optical illusion textile print resulting in the creation of Relativity of a Woman.

Designer
Jessica L. Ridgway, Florida State University
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PROFESSIONAL

Upcycling Approach to
Designing to Highlight
Traditional Weaving and
Knitting Techniques
Our co-design research was focused on balancing looking forward to the future while looking backward over
the past. To protect our future, designers need to emphasize sustainable practices. However, sustainability as
a design approach often lacks the visual impact needed to entice wearer investment. Upcycling is a promising
contemporary sustainability strategy for converting waste materials innovativly into new products with better
quality instead of just reusing. Looking to the past in apparel and textile design nostalgically looks to the Arts
and Crafts Movement where traditional hand structuring of textiles and apparel were honored techniques.
Thus, the purpose of this design process was to create an original design that integrated upcycling of used
textiles with use of traditional crafts for textile and apparel
structuring.

Designers
Carol J. Salusso and Yitan Ji, Washington State University
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PROFESSIONAL

Upcycled Jacket

This sustainable challenge involved transforming a man’s thrift-store business suit into a woman’s suit. The
result is a beautiful, modern, “upcycled” garment. The design of the jacket was determined by the size and
shapes of the fabric pieces from the suit. The jacket has an asymmetrical peplum and three-quarter length,
modified dolman sleeves with cuffs. To supplement the insufficient fabric, black leather from two thrift-store,
leather skirts became design features of the jacket. Hand-made shoulder shapes help to retain the desired
shape of the modified dolman sleeves. A collection of beautiful silk neckties sewn together became the lining
of the jacket bodice and sleeves.

Designer
Carolyn Schactler
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PROFESSIONAL

Allelomorph

This design project aimed to visualize the distinct dress-body relationship established in Eastern and Western
cultures through a form of a single garment. At a glimpse, Allelomorph, consisting of a strapless dress and vest,
appears to be in a perfect symmetry but there are a number of innovative design elements creating a subtle
asymmetry within this design. First, each side panel of the vest made of 3D printed pieces was assembled in
a different configuration, therefore it can be manipulated into different silhouettes (either more body-fitting
or independent of the body). Secondly, there are vertical slits in different lengths dispersed along the skirt
seam lines, which are intentionally placed to create asymmetry. Lastly, 5 sets of ties sewn inside the skirt at the
waist and at various levels from top to hem allowing the designer (and wearer) to give a myriad of silhouette
options, like adjustable length, shape and size.

Designer
Jooyoung Shin, Cornell University
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PROFESSIONAL

Impression of Tweed

Inspired by the Impressionism period in art, Impressions of Tweed captures the essence of what the Impressionist
artists strived to create. The goal of the Impressionists was to create more of a visual effect, rather than an
actual view of what the viewer was seeing. The selection of fabrics in this design represent the intense colors
from this period. Small flecks of mohair wool were felted into the peacock ground colored fabric and represent the
small touches of color that distinguishes the Impressionist period. A reverse felting procedure was developed
to create a softer and hazier version of the colors. At first glance, this process creates the optical impression
of tweed fabric.The random placement of the yarns helps the eye to move around the fabric and adds interest
and texture to an otherwise solid and flat surface. The pattern was created using flat pattern techniques.

Designer
Mary Simpson, Western Michigan University
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PROFESSIONAL

Fishy Finery

There is an abundance of fish scales that go to landfills, but have possible applications for the apparel industry.
Scales of black drum fish were used for acid blue 45 dye absorption from textile wastewaters. The purpose of
this design was to achieve a more sustainable outcome for the wastewater dyed fish scales by utilizing them
on a garment.The aesthetics of the fish scales served as the inspiration for the garment.The design began with
an exploration of methods for applying the scales. An evening gown was created to demonstrate the beauty
of the scales. Up-cycled fabrics including one tulle and acetate wedding gown and ten additional wedding veils
were used. The materials were then dyed in four different blues. The gown was draped on a dressform. Next,
the bodice scales were created and the fish scales were sewn onto the edges.

Designers
Casey R. Stannard, Louisiana State University; S. M. Fijul Kabir,
Louisiana State University and North Carolina State University
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PROFESSIONAL

Polonaise meets
Zero-Waste
This design began with a piece of vintage, red wool melton 58” wide by 144” long. A zero-waste approach
was adopted so that none of the fabric would end up on the cutting room floor and because of the importance
of sustainability. The present design was meant to visually demonstrate the connection between
contemporary zero-waste approaches and historic low-waste garments. Specific inspiration came from
polonaise gowns of the 1700s that typically feature a bustled skirt. Patternwork was done digitally in half-scale
using a kimono-sleeved bodice. The half-scale pattern was fit on a half-scale form and then sized up. The fabric
was overdyed with purple dye and the coat was assembled by machine.The coat was then free-motion embroidered
using silk shantung strips and cut leaves.The embroidery was meant to be raw as a nod to raw edged ornamentation
used in the 1700s.

Designer
Casey R. Stannard, Louisiana State University
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PROFESSIONAL

3D Printing for a
Modern Bag
Today, consumers are also demanding customized products that are user-friendly. The purpose of this
design study is to explore the integration of 3DP technology in a stylish yet multipurpose bag for the modern
women. The goal is also to develop the flexible and functional structures in 3D CAD modeling process for
Fused Deposition Modeling (FDM) method using thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU). The multipurpose bag is
designed with a triangular top and base (lamb hide) with rectangular sides (waterproof synthetic blend) that
form the storage space for the user.The bag is intended to allow various ways of use with the top handle (TPU
in FDM) or shoulder strap.Trapezoid 3D shapes in the 3D printed structures were created with beveled edges
and holes that references the vintage Plasticflex bag pattern.

Designers
Lushan (Sarina) Sun,Auburn University, and Sandra Starkey, University of
Nebraska
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PROFESSIONAL

Instilled: 3D Printing
Elastic Lace
Particularly in apparel design, recent explorations have been focused on trying to solve not only aesthetic
design problems but also develop a functional design using this direct digital fabrication method. The purpose
of this design study is to explore the elastic performance in the various 3D printed structures using flexible
FDM filament (nylon) in ready to wear apparel. The inspiration of visual illusion was referenced in developing
the core focus of this study. The visual imagery of organic forms fusing and instilling together was integrated
throughout the garment prototype.The torso consists of two layers, a stylized cowl neckline and a 3D printed
portion (nylon in FDM) in the back. The silks are draped over the elastic 3D printed lace to juxtapose the
loosely fitted and the form-fitted silhouettes. The resulting garment takes the advantage of engineered elastic
performance of the 3D printed lace in form fitting and closure elimination.

Designer
Lushan (Sarina) Sun, Auburn University
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PROFESSIONAL

Protex Active

This collaborative research of fashion, textiles, entomology and natural resources professors research students has
led to the creation of a garment system that consists of a customizable, breathable, UV resistant, chemical/insecticide-free barrier fabric and clothing for a wide consumer market to provide protection from most biting insects. Our
material is matched in this instance to athletic wear to provide optimal performance and properties when coupled
with our textile material and/or whole garment, reducing the likelihood of being bitten and exposure to vector-borne
diseases. The material is 80% nylon and 20% elastane superfine jersey fabric that is less than 0.3 mm thick, with an
over 200% stretch modulus.The garments constructed from two layers of this ultrathin fabric have the same stretch
characteristics to allow unhampered movement and high range of motion for active sports at the same time covering
as much of the body as possible.

Designers
Andre West, Jiayin Li, Lilah Halbkat, Marian McCord, and Kun Luan,
North Carolina State University
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PROFESSIONAL

From the Closet to
the Street
This design submission is a street style look designed for consumers desiring sustainable and stylish street
fashion. The dress emphasizes the design aspects of color, line, texture, asymmetric balance, and proportion.
It is a three-piece ensemble created from remnant dark denim fabric from the school fashion closet and
100% silk fabrics naturally dyed with leftover cutch. The ensemble is comprised of a crop top made of 100%
silk dupioni, a high-low tunic top of silk chiffon, and a midi-length, high-waisted denim skirt. Each piece can
be coordinated with other garments, providing versatile options that reduce the need for additional dresses.
The denim skirt can be worn with a t-shirt, jacket, or blouse, and the crop top and tunic can be matched with
various bottoms. The goal behind this versatility is to enhance the garment’s emotional value, creating more
satisfying and more environmentally friendly fashion.

Designer
Mia (Mikyoung) Whang, Centenary University
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PROFESSIONAL

Nature’s DNA

The goal of this design was to utilize apparel design as a communication tool to represent the relationship between
fashion, the human body, and natural scenery. The question we asked was how we can aesthetically appreciate the
natural environment and how can we express the conceptual and material values of the relationship between fashion
and natural scenery through the application of digital textile printing, digital pattern making, and textile designs. The
designers explored methods for creating textile prints based on photographs of the Upper Antelope Valley from the
first author’s own photo collection and utilized the structures of pattern making to express the flowing textures on
the rock. This design demonstrates a successful design process, translating representational photographs of natural
scenery into non-representational textile prints. The silhouette and structure of the garments are integrated with
digital textile printing technology by strategically planning intricate digitized pattern pieces and the textile prints.

Designers
Ling Zhang and Li Jiang, Central Michigan University
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PROFESSIONAL

The Fractal Geometry
of Life
The goal of this design project was to bridge the intentions of mathematical theory and wearable art design by
experimenting with the mergence of fractal art theory and the aesthetic of the artwork of Piet Mondrian to
create an interesting, complex, and aesthetically pleasing visual form of wearable art.The garment patterns were
created using Lectra Modaris and exported into DXF format for motif arrangement in Adobe Illustrator. The
designers utilized laser cutting technology to represent the effects of the fractal geometric art and the concept
from Mondrian’s painting.The primary colors inspired by the Mondrian’s painting were filled in a particular block
on the dress using round glass seed beads.This wearable art design contributes an innovative design process that
relies on computer software to give rise to the chaos and regularity, the fractal dimension and infinity, which is
analogous to the fractal art design process.

Designer
Ling Zhang and Su An, Central Michigan University
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GRADUATE

Conventional but
Contemporary
Conventional but Contemporary was designed for contemporary women who appreciate and respect historical
and cultural values and expect these elements to be a part of their current clothing choices. It specifically
translates the historical Saudi identity in a new way and reinforces the value of the ancient, traditional clothing
of western Saudi Arabia by presenting it in an elegant manner that accentuates the contours of a woman’s
body. This ensemble contained a kimono blouse made of silk organza and flared pants. Flat pattern methods
focused on body movement. Most importantly, the primary design element of this look is traditional ethnic
embroidery and is strategically placed to add interest and embellishment. The belt consists of different panels
that were attached together. The front and back center panels were hand embroidered. The shape of the belt
was mainly focused on style lines intended to follow the contours of the female body.

Designers: Samirah Mohammed Ali Alotaibi, University of
Nebraska-Lincoln
Mentor: Sandra Starkey, University of Nebraska-Lincoln
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GRADUATE

Glass Garden: Chihuly
Blown Glass Translated
as Wearable Art
Dale Chihuly’s sculptures rely on overlapping transparent glass shapes in a wide variety of colors, and the
effect of light in the sculptures is a crucial component of the design. The purpose of this dress is to translate
a Chihuly glass sculpture into a unified composition using the principle of the circular shapes of Chihuly’s
sculptures and capturing the colors and transparency of the original art, incorporating 1950s historic inspiration
reminiscent of the shapes present in the glass. This work explores the visual similarity between Chihuly’s
bowl-shaped sculptures and the full skirts of 1950s dresses. Iridescent silk organza yoyos applied to the garment
mimic the layered, transparent effects of Chihuly’s sculptures, adding a three-dimensional element to the
two-dimensional fabric design. In this garment, digital technology is combined with traditional dressmaking
techniques to integrate glass art, textile design, and historic inspiration into a contemporary design.

Designer: Charity Calvin Armstead, Iowa State University
Mentor: Eulanda A. Sanders, Iowa State University
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GRADUATE

Reinterpretation of
Hanbok
Modernization of traditional crafts happens when the past is reimagined in terms of what the present wants.
In light of this, a hanbok, which is a traditional Korean costume piece, has also been reimagined for the present
day.This design is intended to reinterpret hanbok using both Eastern and Western styles in the digitally printed
fabric, patternmaking techniques, and silhouette. To create a custom digitally printed silk charmeuse fabric, the
designer watercolor-painted a motif of birds and flowers, inspired by hwajo-do, a style of Korean folk painting
and modified and patterned the motif using Adobe Photoshop, Designers intentionally combined these draping
and flat patterns styles to create the shape of the jeogori jacket, bodice, and skirts to mimic a woman’s hanbok
during the late Joseon Dynasty, which was designed with a Ha-hoo-sang-bak silhouette featuring an upper part
that is small and a bottom section that is exaggerated.

Designer: Sunhyung Cho, Iowa State University
Mentor: Ellen McKinney, Iowa State University
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GRADUATE

The Structure of Truth

Nowadays, people can get easily exposed to a flood of information, and the fake news is prevalent, which is
fabricated information. However, individuals tend to believe the information without questions on its credibility
and critical thinking. This over-optimistic attitude of people responding to information makes them so
surprised when it comes to turning out to the false what they believed as the truth.The purpose of this garment
design is to compare the results from easily believing what individuals heard without criticism, and having their
own opinion built by refining the mass and vague information and redefining that data. All the patterns of this
garment were digitized using Optitex, apparel CAD software, for the laser-cutting process, which can quickly
create the patterns of a fitting sample for the custom fitting on a person and efficiently modify the patterns
by inserting the exact figures for fit enhancement.

Designer: YooJin Chung, Cornell University
Mentor: Susan Ashdown, Cornell University
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GRADUATE

Color Play: An Exploration
of ColorTheory andThreeDimensional Printing for
Fashion
Color Play is a work of wearable art inspired by color theory and implemented through 3D printing technology
and draping and construction techniques. It represents the complex interactions and illusions created by
contrasting colors placed in proximity to one another. By representing these interactions it also references the
idea that color does not really exist, and that color is dependent on an individual’s own vision and the amount
of light available to reflect from a viewed object. The final result of this design process was a wearable dress
made of neoprene with 3D printed embellishments. Rhino 5.3.2 was utilized to design the three-dimensional
aspects of the final garment. A high-resolution body scan was taken of the chosen model. Then, 3D forms
were designed fitting the curvature of the scanned body. Makerbot Replicator Z18 printers were utilized to
print the final structures in polylactic acid (PLA), a biodegradable polymer.

Designer: Holly Marie Klaus, Central Michigan University
Mentor: Michael Mamp, Central Michigan University
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GRADUATE

Hybrid Comfort: 3D
Printing Interwoven
Under the concept of Maker Movement, apparel researchers and designers are exploring the potentials of
three-dimensional printing (3DP) and seeking ways to take the advantages of 3DP and apply it to wearable
products. This design case study aimed to integrate 3DP textiles in a beach vest to allow new properties and
functions to emerge with aesthetics, and explore the properties of 3D textiles by manipulating the structure
of TPU materials using the FDM 3DP method. The hybrid 3DP textile was developed by mimicking and integrating the structures of traditional woven and knitted fabrics, tried to take advantages of both fabrics. The
final 3DP textile structure evaluations suggested some expected properties (e.g., flexible, strong), while revealed new properties (e.g., porous, cushioning). Further, the specialty 3D printed TPU material was unique in
its resilient and flexible properties, and fit the functions of the man’s beach vest design.

Designers:
Tianyu Cui and Lushan Sun, Auburn University
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GRADUATE

Bonded

The initial drive for this project came from the research surrounding microfibers, showing that a single
garment can shed more than 1900 fibers per wash. The purpose of Bonded was to explore using quilting
methods to encapsulate 100% cotton secondhand garments between layers of silk organza. By exploring the
use of natural and secondhand fibers through sampling this garment was able to achieve the objectives of
creating a fully biodegradable garment using only natural textiles, threads, and findings and encapsulated the
secondhand garment between layers of silk organza using cotton thread. This project provides knowledge
about designing with biodegradable textiles in the hopes of developing garments that are as biodegradable as
the bodies that wear them.

Designer: Kelsie Nicole Doty, Cornell University
Mentor: Denise Green, Cornell University
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GRADUATE

Gratitude

The purpose of Gratitude was to (1) explore the themes of agency and structure through silhouette and (2)
repurpose discarded food waste as a natural textile dye. College campus food service units were contacted
via email and given a list of 12 food waste items that could possibly be used as a natural dye. Two chefs from
student housing responded to my request and had black bean soaking water and yellow onion offcuts for me
to pick up on a weekly basis. For this garment, 50% cotton and 50% silk plain weave was mordanted with 5%
aluminum acetate to weight of fiber (WOF) and dyed with approx. 100% yellow onion offcuts to WOF in a
hot water bath. The finished dress is an asymmetrical design, carefully draped and structured to represent the
inspiration and contributes to research surrounding the use of food waste as a natural dye by exploring what
was available from local dining halls.

Designer: Kelsie Nicole Doty, Cornell University
Mentor: Denise Green, Cornell University
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GRADUATE

Nebrio Bra: Sports Bra
for Treadmill Running on
the International Space
Station
During space travel and stays aboard the International Space Station, exercise is crucial for the mental and
physical wellbeing of astronauts.The NEBRIO (or New External Breast Restraint In Orbit) bra concept aimed
to explore what the needs are for female astro-athletes, and how exercise apparel comfort can be improved.
To better understand breast movement during running in microgravity, three experts were interviewed. The
research lead to five key performance attributes that a sports bra for microgravity would need: improvement
to thermal comfort and moisture management, easier donning and doffing, adaptability to fluid shifts,
damage-proof cup structure, and the correct amount of support in microgravity. Though product testing is
needed to confirm the bra’s function, it breaks new ground by amplifying and exploring the needs of women
in the aerospace industry. It is also the first product of this nature, being a sport-specific apparel piece for
performance in microgravity.

Designer: Olivia Anne Echols, University of Oregon
Mentor: Susan Sokolowski, University of Oregon
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GRADUATE

El Vestido Charro

This design was created with the consideration of beauty and Mexican culture. It discusses the complex
relationships between appropriation, women influence, and history regarding the charro sombrero. Beauty
is defined with both personal and cultural bias that is, people have a background, traditions, beliefs, likes and
dislikes which will influence their perception of beauty.This dress was inspired by a charro sombrero from the
state of Jalisco. This hat originates from the Spanish horsemen know as Andalusian. By the end of the Mexican
revolution charro costumes and sombreros had become a national identity. Women’s influence began to take
part once women participated in charrer (high-speed performances while riding side-saddle) and became
members of Mariachi bands. Instead of pants women introduced the charro floor length skirt and vibrant
colors for hats and costumes.

Designer: Jessica Guadalupe Estrada, Cornell University
Mentor: Denise Green, Cornell University
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GRADUATE

Mother’s Desire

This design originated from the investigation of the pre-colonial printing of Adinkra cloth of the Ashanti tribe
in Ghana,West Africa. Adinkra clothes are hand printed using indigo dye.The Adinkra symbols on the cloth are
used to express people’s thought and feelings.The Adinkra symbols used for this design express the designer’s
desires for her child’s journey in life and were arranged on the cloth to create the map of Africa. The cloth
was designed using Adobe Illustrator and Photoshop.The process evolved from a dress that transforms from a
strapless bulb shaped dress of contrasting colors to a long dress that feature my child’s face in different scales
adding interest. Ecofriendly printing was utilized for the cloth of this garment to address the shade variations
issues in indigo dyeing. This creative design piece also addresses sustainability issues by transforming into an
alternate look thereby, leaving a good environmental footprint.

Designer:
DamilolaTomiwa Fasinu and Colleen Moretz,WestVirginia University
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GRADUATE

Nature/Neutrality: An
Exploration of EyeTracking for InnovativeTextile
Design
Nature/Neutrality: An exploration of eye tracking for innovative textile design is a cocktail dress that uses eye
tracking to create a unique and saleable digital textile print. By using a sample of twelve millennial age college
students, 6 female and male, four gaze plots were generated and turned into an original repeatable tile using
Adobe Photoshop and Lectra’s Kaledo Print. The final digital textile print was produced on silk organza and
made into a dress using minimal waste design methods such as subtraction cutting. The circles cut from the
skirt were repurposed into a unique shoulder “ruffle” treatment. The dress features a hand dyed waistband
that serves as a focal point and references the participant that had the highest amount of eye tracking data
collected.The final digital textile print is abstract and innovative while being completely saleable in the market.

Designer Jason Phillip Gagnon, Central Michigan University
Mentor: Su Kyoung An, Central Michigan University
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GRADUATE

The Corset Algorithm

Using the principles of creative scholarship, this research used parametric design and computationally derived
architectural approaches to garment construction to create a 3D-printed corset with an accompanying dress
designed using algorithm driven, auto-generated pattern development. Drawing on design-based research,
feminist theory, and contemporary discourse on dress and embodiment, this study sought to deconstruct
reductionist ideals of beauty using some of the latest technology in the field of design. A total of five computer
software/programs were used to process the scan: Geomagic® and Rhinoceros® were used in creating the
3D corset-like structure; Matlab®, Optitex®, and CLO3D were used to automatically generate and modify
the customized pattern pieces. The fit of the raw patterns was verified in CLO3D garment simulation software, before working in muslin and final fabric. As creative scholarship, the iterative, design-based research at
the heart of this project used analysis that has been defined and refined in computer-based applications.

Designers: Katherine Celia Greder, Jie Pei, andYixiao Wang, Cornell University
Mentor: Jooyoung Shin, Cornell University
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GRADUATE

AfterLife

AfterLife is inspired by the indigenous wisdom of upcycling and frugality embedded in the utilitarian textiles
and clothing of Japan, specifically the boro textiles and the kimono. Both these textiles are an assemblage of
unique hand-sewn shapes and embedded stories. Emulating this, the double-layered outer garment in a single
color, lightweight organza denotes the cover of a story book through which the inner pure silk patchwork
sheath is visible. Each patch represents a unique story that is hand-stitched together to form an anthology
of collective lived experiences. Our aim was to create a sophisticated ensemble that appeals to a western
audience while rejoicing its eastern influence. AfterLife is a wearable conceptual piece for women created by
re-using material from a local store that would have otherwise ended up in a landfill. This project contributes
to knowledge about how design choices can have sustainable impact on the environment and people.

Designer: Sanjay Guria and Yoojin Chung, Cornell University
Mentor: Susan Ashdown, Cornell University
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GRADUATE

Window of Blessing

Recently, concern about upcycling is growing. By upcycling two old pieces of hanbok durumaghi, that were
traditional wedding coats once worn by a couple, and some kkekki jeogori, we designed the cape to celebrate
marriage. We kept the widest part of durumaghi without dismentling the construction line to made body of
the cape. So We were able to minimize energy to recycle.Traditionally, red and blue colors symbolize luck, and
they are used to prevent something bad from happening. Red was used for the inner lining, and blue was used
for the outer layer. To make the windows on the cape, a translucent organza cloth was used.The characteristics
of translucence resulted in the windows having a glass-like appearance. Additionally, windows symbolizing
communication between parents and children were inserted on the front and back and embellished with
handsewn decorations, giving them visual points.

Designers:
Okhee Han, Nanghee Park and Yoonmi Choi, Chungnam University
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GRADUATE

Resilience: Activewear for
Lower LimbAmputees who
Utilize Prosthetic Limbs
Resilience is a collaborative functional design concept and qualitative research project that examines the
activewear needs of female lower limb amputees who utilize prosthetic limbs.The goal was to provide aesthetically
pleasing, transitional, durable, and comfortable active apparel with ease of donning and doffing while
maintaining thermal comfort, mobility, and integration of prosthetics for optimal performance and independence.
With the number of amputations performed annually set to double by 2050, due in large part to an aging
population and a projected increase in diabetes, there is a need for apparel tailored to the needs and preferences
of amputees. The activewear apparel product category is essential for amputees due to the necessary physical
therapy and activity needed for physical rehabilitation post-amputation which dictates the need for appropriate
activewear garments.

Designer: Halimat Ipaye and Nicole Eckerson, University of Missouri
Mentor: Kristen Morris, University of Missouri
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GRADUATE

Color Motion

Optical art is a form of visual expression that is created by lines and shapes in sharply contrasting tones of
black and white, or in subtle hues of color, on a physically static background. Since the 1960s, optical illusion
theories have affected the fields of fashion and textiles and appear on works by renowned fashion designers
such as Jean Paul Gaultier, Kansai Yamamoto, and Gareth Pugh.The initial goal of this wearable art design, Color
Motion, was to explore more possibilities on creating optical illusion motifs with textiles in three-dimensional
space. This wearable art piece exhibits an innovative textile design using laser cutting technology to transfer
two-dimensional patterns and color motion into three-dimensional textiles and garments. The final garment
serves as a physical record for both artists and designers to learn about the aesthetics of optical illusion theory.

Designer: Li Jiang, Central Michigan University
Mentor: Ling Zhang, Central Michigan University
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GRADUATE

Let the “Mighty” Rise
Track and Field
Performance Top
The purpose of the design is to virtual engineer digital textile which challenges the views on social equity
mitigating the negative drawback from recent athlete activism stances. The digital design of the garment is an
ode to society’s fixation on the perception of underrepresented people and not on their merits. The graphic
features of the digital textile embody the journey of the Mighty Harry Jerome through the social climate of
the 1960’s. The garment contributes to a new way of integrating social awareness by demonstrating critical
thinking skills, problem-solving, and creative expression to provoke social ideologies of race, class, gender,
ability, sexuality and intersectionality. The garment gives all athletes a method to effectively communicate for
social change without being polarized and misinterpreted by spectators. The performance to gives companies
and sponsours an opportunistic advantage of monetizing the athlete’s social activism with the marketing and
sale of the digital print.

Designer:
Nigel AR Joseph, Washington State University
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GRADUATE

Love Postoperative
ECG Shell (I)
Ongoing cutting-edge multidisciplinary research in textile fibers, biomedical sensors, and wireless and mobile
telecommunications integrated with telemedicine, aims at developing intelligent biomedical clothing (IBC).
Around twenty years ago, smart clothing was introduced to overcome distance in order to get prompt access
to medical knowledge and appropriate health care. Related to heart conditions, management of postoperative
electrocardiogram (ECG) monitoring becomes essential for continued good health. For this project, smart
clothing was created aimed at developing solutions to support the management of heart disease as well
as provide support for home care services. This smart clothing design is a two-layer shell with silver fabric
sensors in the front and back that decrease allergic reactions and provides heart monitoring for long term
optimum health.

Designers: Ching I Lai, National Yunlin University of Science &Technology;
Shu Hwa Lin, University of Hawaii at Manoa; Chang-Franw Lee, National
Yunlin University of Science &Technology; and Jih-Liang Juang and
Chao-Ping Chung,Vitalsigns Technology Co., Ltd.
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GRADUATE

Love Postoperative
ECG T-shirt (II)
Ongoing cutting-edge multidisciplinary research in textile fibers, biomedical sensors, and wireless and mobile
telecommunications integrated with telemedicine, aims at developing intelligent biomedical clothing (IBC).
Around twenty years ago, smart clothing was introduced to overcome distance in order to get prompt access
to medical knowledge and appropriate health care. Related to heart conditions, management of postoperative
electrocardiogram (ECG) monitoring becomes essential for continued good health. For this project, smart
clothing was created aimed at developing solutions to support the management of heart disease as well as
provide support for home care services. This smart clothing design is a two-layer raglan T-shirt with silver
fabric sensors in the front lining that decrease allergic reactions and provides heart monitoring for long term
optimum health.

Designers: Ching I Lai and Chang-Franw Lee, NationalYunlin University of
Science &Technology; Shu Hwa Lin, University of Hawaii at Manoa; Jih-Liang
Juang & Chao-Ping Chung,VitalsignsTechnology Co., Ltd.
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GRADUATE

A Suit for H.G. Wells:
Subtraction Cutting
and a Time Machine
Subtraction cutting, developed by artist Julian Roberts, relies on the removal of fabric to create shape and
volume rather than the addition of fabric through shaped pieces. The purpose for A Suit for H.G. Wells was
to: (a) explore this experimental pattern cutting technique and (b) engineer a surface design to utilize digital
textile printing (DTP). This design was conceived and constructed during a weeklong workshop focusing on
these two components: subtraction cutting and digital textile printing. As a designer currently researching
alternative methods for accessing digital textile printing through innovative lower tech possibilities and external
services and currently practicing other creative pattern cutting techniques this was a great opportunity. A
chance to explore the relationship of surface design and garment design, to seek out new sequencing of in the
design process, and to challenge what was the driving force for the design surface pattern or garment shape?

Designer:
Brianna Plummer, Iowa State University
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GRADUATE

Wearing a Steampunk
Costume Illustration
It is not uncommon to print, paint, or reproduce works of art onto textiles to use as the surface design for
a garment. Typically the textile is used in its conventional two-dimensional shape and the artwork fills that
rectangular shape. The textile is then manipulated through pattern cutting or draping to become a threedimensional garment. The placement of certain motifs or areas of the artwork can be planned within the
conventional method but are not usually engineered for the individual pattern pieces shapes. Digital tools
make it easier to create engineered prints however not all designers have access to patternmaking software.
By engineering surface designs on half scale pattern pieces using analog methods it is possible to achieve highly
technical aesthetic effects with lower technical methods. The purpose of this design was to create a theatrical
costume that had the artistic appearance of the hand watercolor costume illustration.

Designer:
Brianna Plummer, Iowa State University
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GRADUATE

Assembling Creativity

Much literature on fashion design today centers around sustainable, ethical making processes or advances in
the use of digital technologies. As a graduate student, I want to address these important discussions through
the use of playful, open-minded process and material exploration which can lead to inventive and resourceful
solutions, innovations, and material use.With access to both traditional fashion design and new digital fabrication
tools, I utilized both in the process of combining gifted, reclaimed, 3D printed, and found materials to assemble
an entirely new textile resembling plaid. This assembled textile is aesthetically interesting and texturally
stimulating and utilizes a bias cut to highlight the hand and drape. Complementing the look are jeans in
a dark-wash cotton denim incorporating frayed panels and snaps at the lower leg. The making process was
intuitive for both garments, with the design process being informed and developed though open-minded
interaction with materials and processes.

Designer: Krissi Rae Riewe, University of North Texas
Mentor: Janie Stidham, University of North Texas
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GRADUATE

Denim Lace

This work explores the intersections of digital technologies with traditional methods of making garments.
Incorporating digital technology, I can push beyond the boundaries of what my manual skills alone can do, and
by using both traditional and innovative methods I can develop processes and methods specific to my work.
Here, denim is transformed through both patternwork and the laser cutter in a harmonious process to create
an elegant jacket. The day dress embraces classic textile draping to create an airy base. My work here is the
result of exploring what can be accomplished through combining what are often seen as disparate methods
of making. The old and new intermingle fluidly in my thought process, with all methods of making used not for
the appeal of prevailing popular opinion but for their efficiency and appropriateness.

Designer: Krissi Rae Riewe, University of North Texas
Mentor: Janie Stidham, University of North Texas
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GRADUATE

Lost Beauty

In the time when traditional costumes of Chinese ethnic minority are gradually disappearing due to the
modernization, I was able to come out with the new design concept by utilizing the traditional beauty from
one of Miao tribe’s traditional costumes, (embroidered insole). By combining éžåž and western wedding dress,
I created the modern dress for women age between 20s to 40s. If the traditional beauty of Miao tribe
is utilized to rank with contemporary clothing design, more attentions will be drawn to this issue. Efforts to
design the contemporary outfit with a touch of traditional beauty will have a significant impact in creating the
new culture. Just like the statement, review the old and learn the new, this idea can eliminate initial belief that
an outfit is just about the outer beauty and be a meaningful attempt to find the true meaning and beauty of
clothing.

Designers:
Liping Shu, Nanghee Park and Yoonmi Choi, Chungnam University
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GRADUATE

Sight Unseen

Sight Unseen was the result of a study with the objective of developing a garment prototype for visually
impaired (VI) women, based on their clothing needs and wants. Once the researcher ascertained the specific
symbolic and functional values that VI participants assigned importance to, a garment prototype was developed.
Sight Unseen is a wrap-around cape secured with an attached belt. The garment features a convertible collar
and a fastener-free center front opening for easy donning and doffing. Large accordion pockets slide on and
off the belt for storage of assistive devices, and also make for versatile styling. This design was made from a
bottom-weight fabric composed of a white mesh fused with a black laser cut neoprene overlay in an abstract
floral design. The fabric composite was 86% polyester and 4% spandex. Belt and pockets were constructed
from black 100% polyester fabric.

Designer: Angela Uriyo, University of Missouri
Mentor: Kristen Morris, University of Missouri
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GRADUATE

Design for Your Day:
3D Printing in Bridal
Shape Wear
Today, customized bridal wear is in high demand for the modern consumer. Individuals want tailored gowns
with personal design input. This design research explores customizable shape wear for bridal gowns using 3D
printed technology.The gown is created for both wedding and semi-formal occasions with a mix of traditional
fabrics (crepe and chiffon) and thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU) filaments. The 3D printed insets serve as
shape wear components to contour the wearer’s waist and high hip area.They are stylized with diagonal seams
for both visual proportion, balance, and functional needs. The midriff insets are also engineered with unique V
and U shapes to allow customized compression and stretch. Findings suggest that the inserts can be customized
per consumer based on style, size, and compression needs.

Designers:
Tashina Walp and Lushan Sun, Auburn University
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UNDERGRADUATE

Queen Conch

Queen Conch was inspired by the textures, shapes, and colors of a garden snail. I focused primarily on the
rounded shapes and reflective properties of a snail when conceptualizing my garment. The garment created is
avant-garde and features two original textiles developed from unconventional materials. Except for the 100%
cotton fabric base, all of the materials used were recycled and included bicycle inner tubes, an exercise ball,
cassette tapes, reflective plastic, and floral wire. Through Queen Conch I was able to create a garment with a
dark and unconventional personality that still embodies my inspiration of a garden snail.

Designer: Kiana Bonollo, North Carolina State University
Mentor: Anne Porterfield, North Carolina State University
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UNDERGRADUATE

My Girl Friday

“My Girl Friday” is an exploration of 1940s/WWII inspired street wear that draws parallels between the
tailoring and craftsmanship found in vintage looks, and the relaxed clothing of today. I am also often inspired
by the work of Thom Browne, because his collections always marry classic tailoring with quirky, innovative
concepts. I wanted to deliver the same sort of idiosyncratic intermix to my work, targeting a customer who
can wear this look as an easy Friday morning brunch outfit. It was really important to me to create a head-totoe look that included both accessories and outerwear, in order to prove that through the use of technology,
we can draw traditional craft into the present day.

Designer: Lawren Cappelletti, Syracuse University
Mentor: Adriana Gorea, Syracuse University
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World Wore II

World Wore II is a combination of street wear pieces drawn from the parallels of 1940’s/WWII era seaming
and colors, vintage craftsmanship, and modern-day women’s wear. My favorite designs are by Thome Brown
or Elsa Scapparelli; both are known for creations that are full of character and driven by craftsmanship, which
I strive for in my own work. By producing garments using inspiration from old to inspire new, technology
becomes a successful tool of creating marketable new craft.

Designer: Lawren Cappelletti, Syracuse University
Mentor: Adriana Gorea, Syracuse University
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Sugar Coated

The design challenge I address in this outfit was to design a garment that expresses how you recognize and
define truth. This challenge was made in the context of the recent epidemic of fake news, and the public
discussions of what constitutes fake news. I researched confirmation bias, selective exposure, and desirability
bias, which are all concepts that explain how people only see the truth they want to see, and how they reject
anything that does not conform to what they want to believe. In an article by M. Mitchell Waldrop, I found a
diagram that showed seven different types of fake news, ranked by increasing intent to deceive.To my surprise,
only one of the types of fake news contained fabricated content.The other six were made with genuine content
that was manipulated to deceive. I wanted to express the idea of this deception and people’s desire to see the
truth they want to see.

Designers:
Alex Champagne and Susan Ashdown, Cornell University
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Lava Rock Recyclables
Dress
The purpose of this design was to create several original textiles using unconventional materials and hand
techniques as a means of experimenting with textile surface design. Inspired by lava rocks, the two textiles
have been created using trash bags and plastic milk jugs. The trash bags have been pulled apart by hand to
create a puckered effect, and the second textile, milk jugs, was melted using a heat gun to simulate the effects
of flowing lava. Each texture manipulation was systematically done by hand using a glove to pull out or wrinkle
different parts of the plastic. The milk jug structure attaches with plastic picture frame hooks to small felt
loops on the trash bag dress to increase wearability.

Designer: Brooke Connolly, North Carolina State University
Mentor: Anne Porterfield, North Carolina State University
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Absence and Presence

The purpose of this project was to design a full-fashioned knitted garment that could be marketed and sold
in the ready-to-wear market. Full-fashioned knitted garments generate less fabric waste and are more
sustainable than cut-and-sew manufacturing techniques as each part of the garment is knitted to shape. Inspired by
paranormal feelings that one can experience when a loved one passes on, this piece was designed as a way
to explore the comfort that comes along with knowing that our loved one’s memories will always be with
us. Various knitted surface textures and techniques were researched and samples developed. Ruffles, which
was a recurring feature in trend research, symbolizes infrasound wavelengths generated during paranormal
experiences. A diamond pattern on the sleeves alludes to the intertwining of the two worlds. An alternate
seaming technique was explored to connect the bulky ruffle to the hem of the body creating a sturdier seam.

Designer: Michael Courtney, Kent State University
Mentor: Archana Mehta, Kent State University
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Homesick

This design, Homesick, was born from the emotions I experienced entering my final year of university. The
majority of my time at school was spent experiencing concern and even guilt for opting to spend time at home
rather than go out and socialize on many occasions. I especially struggled with this my first year at school as I
transitioned into young adulthood. As a self-proclaimed homebody, my intention for this design was to evoke
that nostalgic sort of feeling one gets when they miss home. The look was inspired by kantha quilts, messy
sheets, and staying in bed all day. Homesick is the embodiment of my experience coming to terms with who
I am as a person as I have gone through university. Each piece in this ensemble may be styled in various ways
for multiple occasions â€“ everything from the runway, to running around town, to lounging in bed.

Designer: Tara Efobi, Iowa State University
Mentor: Ellen McKinney, Iowa State Univeristy
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Skeptic
Humans encounter existential questions of understanding whether we control our realities in this world or
actually submit to illusions not of our making. It takes knowledge to understand even a little of one’s reality, but
we hardly have a grip on it because time does not stand still. It is difficult for me to explain my own feelings and
life experiences, because these are not tangible items, but I have learned to try and comprehend my realities
through imagery and literature. Edgar Allan Poe’s “A Dream Within A Dream” resonates with my own life by
touching upon the idea that nothing in reality is concrete. Our lives and experiences feel like dreams and sometimes
it can be difficult to decipher between reality and illusion. The collection’s jewel-toned colors, silhouettes and
fabric details reflect the dramatic imagery in the poem such as,“I stand amid the roar- Of a surf-tormented shore,
And I hold within my hand- Grains of the golden sand.” The poem’s exaggerative and abstract analogies inspire
the asymmetric shapes, hand embroidery, fabric choices, tailored seams and structure of all the looks of the
collection, with this entry as one of the most successful ones.

Designer: Helena Kate Elston, Syracuse University
Mentor: Adriana Gorea, Syracuse University
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Subject of the
Western Gaze
In December 2017, I joined my college professor on an ITAA trip to the Yucatan peninsula in southern Mexico.
On this trip, we spent time in local indigenous communities and larger cities and were immersed in the textile
heritage of the region. The reemergence of centuries-old techniques of producing fabrics has caught the
attention of the world, both for its artistry and for what it shares with a growing global ideal that revolves
around economic, environmental, and cultural sustainability. My project is an attempt to mix my cultural
background as a Yucatecan with my newly found passion for these values. This piece is a fusion of artisanal
work and contemporary fashion that combines my understanding of sustainable processes, such as up-cycling,
with pre-Colombian artisanal techniques in order to create something that embodies the traditional garment
of the Yucatan, the Huipil.

Designer: Alejandro N. Gutierrez, University of Cincinnati
Mentor: Ashley Kubley, University of Cincinnati
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Yuuki Shorts and
Matching Blouse
The Yuuki shorts with matching blouse was inspired by traditional Japanese menswear to create a classic modern
outfit. I drew inspiration from the Hakama pants worn by bushi, or warriors, those practicing martial arts and
samurai. I pulled from these pants the visual aesthetic of the pleats and tied belt, and the appearance of the
tucked in shirt. The pleating in the front and back reflect those on the traditional pants, with a more flattering
distribution and silhouette. A split waistband keeps the seamless tied waistband appearance, while being much
simpler for the user. Angled pockets and the pocket lining matching the blouse give the appearance of a tucked
in shirt, while keeping the shorts as a closed piece giving the visual appearance of a slimmer waist. The classic
and comfortable Yuuki Shorts and blouse are the new staple look every woman will have in her wardrobe.

Designer: Isabel Hines, North Carolina State University
Mentor: Andre West, North Carolina State University
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Clowning Around

Clowning Around is a conceptual piece that is a modern interpretation of the Pierrot clown. Using over 20
yards of crinoline fabric and over 100 yards of grosgrain ribbon, it is a theatrical exaggeration of the Elizabethan
ruff. The contrasting ribbon detail highlights the undulations of the figure eights in the pleating. The dramatic
nature of the outfit is harmonious with its inspiration, as clowns express a variety of emotions. In a historical
context, the ruff symbolized social status and excess of wealth, and this ensemble pokes fun at that idea. The
clown is a player on the stage that can tease about the political climate without facing consequences, because
it is all in jest. In totality, this piece is a satirical caricature of the upper echelon of wealth.

Designer: Kaimipono Kajiyama, University of Hawaii-Manoa
Mentor: Cynthia Tsark, University of Hawaii-Manoa
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Doyenné

Inspired by the regalia donned by powerful queens and female leaders throughout history, Doyenné communicates
feminine power through unique shape and soft structure. A doyenné is a woman who is the most respected
person in a particular field; a female leader. The look was designed with the modern doyenné woman in mind,
one who has embraced her femininity and individual power. As she clothes herself in these garments, it is
my hope that they mirror and amplify the inner strength and energy of the wearer. When she walks into the
room her commanding presence radiates from within and all turn to look in awe of this Doyenné. For the
modern Doyenné, this design was created with transformability in mind: a garment that could go from cape to
skirt in one swift movement. The silhouette of the outfit was designed to accentuate the wearer’s form while
communicating strength and power.

Designer: Grace Lawson, Cornell University
Mentor: Jooyoung Shin, Cornell University
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Yinyang

Yinyang combines the technology of 3D printing (3DP) and traditional textiles with the aim of pushing the
possibilities of technology to revolutionize the fashion industry. Direct 3DP on textiles offers new possibilities
of using the technology in designs without entirely committing to fully 3D printed fashion items. Yinyang
experiments in this technique with the aesthetic goal of using 3DP for embellishment on clothing. The
piece takes color, fabric, and silhouette into consideration with a cohesive theme of yinyang by combining
contrasting details in harmony. From a seemingly unbalanced asymmetrical hem to an alternative take on
the mandarin collar, Yinyang not only highlights the 3D printed embellishment but showcases unique design
choices which together enhance the overall design. In the past, the fashion industry has viewed 3DP as an
unconventional technique but with customizable embellishments printed directly on fabric as seen in Yinyang,
3DP could become commonplace.

Designer: Grace Lawson, Cornell University
Mentor: Jooyoung Shin, Cornell University
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Creative Conduct

“Creative Conduct” explores the energy associated with creative self-expressionism. I consider my creative
identity to be an important element of my character. However, creativity is complicated. Each individual’s
creative perspective is a unique, and everchanging dynamic fingerprint. “Creative Conduct” explains, challenges,
expands, and describes my creative identity. Perfectionism is a constant motivation in my work, but is also a
source of anxiety and pressure. It is the interplay of such contradictory energies that has inspired “Creative
Conduct.” This look involves the juxtaposition of the positives and negatives associated with my creative identity.
I am constantly looking to improve my work and myself. This devotion to development fuels my creativity.
The passion, curiosity, and imagination involved in my process is equaled by frustration and anxiety ignited by
a fear of failure. The yin and the yang of these equal and opposite energies are what inform this look and its
conceptual framework.

Designer: Eliza Lesser, Cornell University
Mentor: Jooyoung Shin, Cornell University
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Flux and Flowering

This design was part of a cross-disciplinary collaboration between an apparel designer and a print media artist.
Through the collaboration, the designer and artist hoped to tie the Asian culture’s love for intricate detail with
the delicacy of the hydrangea petals. The marriage of these concepts paired with the hydrangea’s ever-changing
color is what informed the design of the Flux and Flowering art and garment piece. Although the design process
started with sketches, the entire construction process was highly experimental which allowed for the two
pieces to look so different yet still be extremely cohesive when showcased together. The wall art installation
was not a part of the submission for the exhibition since it was made out paper.

Designers: Carol Li and Elizabeth Schneider, Kent State University
Mentor: Chanjuan Chen, Kent State University
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Diffraction

Diffraction, the visual manifestation of butterfly’s microscopic wing structures rediscovered into various
configurations of laser cutting techniques. It examines the paradox between science and beauty to create
innovative fabric manipulation and layers. It encompasses my desire to unite science, technology and fashion.
The inspiration for this design is from the scales on the wings of butterflies. Butterflies are known for their
beauty but what makes them so vibrant? On the microscopic level, one discovers that butterfly wings are
composed of scale like structures. Zooming in even further and the scales are made of tiny, nanometer size
holes. These holes are what creates the vibrant and iridescent color. Light travels at certain frequencies that
are translated into specific nanometers to create color. The butterfly’s genetics take full advantage of this, so
when the light hits a butterfly it is diffracted through the holes to create color.

Designer: Rebecca Mainger, Kent State University
Mentor: Chanjuan Chen, Kent State University
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Transmutation

Transmutation was a collaboration between an apparel designer and a print media artist. The purpose of this
design was to create a transformable wearable art piece that utilizes the design concept of origami pop-up
art seen in cards and books. By using hydrangea flowers as the inspiration, the print media artist created the
prints that used on the garments. Since hydrangea can change colors based on the PH level of the soil, the
apparel designer utilized the concept of transformation of the flower to create a vest that can be worn in two
different ways to complete this outfit. The design showcases the ideas of combining print with athletic wear
in a functional and artistic way.

Designers: Morgan Manuel and Noelle Armitage, Kent State University
Mentor: Chanjuan Chen, Kent State University
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Glacial Fracture

Inspired by the melting glaciers in the Arctic, which remain in a fragile ecological state, I wanted to send a
message of Global Warming awareness through design. In order to do so, I wanted to make a significant visual
impact by using various surface design techniques, that were bold, technologically-advanced, and artisanal.
With the hand painted design of cracking-ice, the racer-back crop-top holds a very strong visual presence in
the ensemble. The top is elongated and pointed in the front to create a V-shape with mock side cut-outs, that
resembles the tip of an iceberg. I wanted the top to have surface design detail that hallmarks cracking ice,
which would ultimately embody the powerful presence of glaciers and the cracking Arctic ice caps. I decided
to create the admired high-low skirt pattern, while utilizing fabric laser cutting surface design methods.

Designer: Kaya Middleton, Cornell University
Mentor: Huiju Park, Cornell Univeristy
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Icescape

Icescape is a reflection on the Vanishing Ice Exhibit displayed at The Weisman Art Museum, and the textures of
the ice as it melts into water through the lens of the apparel industry. Using recycled and found materials such
as plastic bags, paper, old leather belt strips, Q-Tips, ropes and an old portfolio bag, the garment illustrates the
captivating textures of melting ice. The construction process consisted of cutting and gluing small materials
to a lace-up bodice made from a plastic portfolio bag. Simple knotting and macrame techniques were used to
construct the skirt.The drying up of the Aral Sea to feed cotton farms in Central Asia was a strong inspiration
for Abigail and is shown in the skirt of the garment as the ropes drastically change in length and color. By
illustrating the loss of life sustaining water taken by the cotton industry, Abigail hopes to start a dialogue on
sustainable clothing solutions and how cotton may not be the quick fix we hope it to be.

Designers:
Abigail Mitchell and Linsey Griffin, University of Minnesota
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Plastic City

Plastic City stemmed from the challenge of creating a whole look using plastic materials as the main medium.
The design is meant to bring light on the issue of non-recycling and uses contemporary design elements as
a way to signify the current standing of the matter. My objective for the challenge was to create an antithesis
that provoked the current mindset on reducing our ecological impact by using non-repurposed materials.
The three-piece ensemble was made using transparent vinyl, blackout curtains, Paracord, plastic craft lace, and
plastic buckles. Majority of adults in the US support recycling; however, less than half partake in the manner
on a consistent basis or not at all. Using plastic as a means to support recycling was a way to reflect some of
the behaviors behind non-recycling amongst adults.

Designer: Michelle Ann Domingo Nino, University of Hawai’i at Manoa
Mentor: Minako McCart, University of Hawai’i at Manoa
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Unbalanced Contrast

The purpose of this project was to create a unique ready-to-wear style for professional working women.
I desired to make a two-piece jacket and skirt reinventing the tartan kilt as a new key design element for
women’s ready-to-wear that could be appealing to various professional working women regardless of age
and race. Principles of design such as harmony, balance, proportion, emphasis, similarity, and contrast have
been incorporated in an unconventional way.Various sizes of knife pleats were created using the tartan fabric
and partially attached to the collar, sleeve, and bodies of the jacket, skirt, and pocket flap. This outfit features
strong contrasts by mixing colors and patterns in addition to asymmetrically dominated lines and curves for
the beauty of unbalance. Unbalanced contrast made out of cotton contributes to the mass market by offering
professional working women positive aspects of clothing attributes such as comfort, washability, durability,
affordability, and high fashion.

Designer: Se Jung Oh, Montclair State University
Mentor: May Chae, Montclair State University
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Living Together

This project involved partnership between a fashion design student and a print media student of the same
university to create a cohesive junction. By using Hydrangea flowers as the inspiration, the further exploration
of this project was utilizing fashion technology and the concept of transformation with the silhouette of
hydrangea petals. After research on the inspiration, the idea to focus further on the image of a dying hydrangea
was chosen as it shifts from vibrant colors to a sepia toned palette. Playing on the fact, we used the twodimensional print piece mounted on the wall to be adjacent and connected with the three-dimensional garment. The vibrant colors on the still wall would flow through the connection to result in adead garment on a
live body for more of a juxta position. It was noted that the color of a hydrangea can change depended on the
pH level of its soil.The garment also has changeable elements such as the petals following along the top of the
skirt and the petal front and back.

Designers: Narisara Saelim and Jessica Hokes, Kent State University
Mentor: Chanjuan Chen, Kent State University
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April 8th

The wearable-art design entitled, April 8th, is inspired by the Japanese tradition of drinking the tea of Hydrangea
leaves and stems on Buddha’s birthday. The number nine is also significant in this piece because nine is the
number of dragons that bestowed upon the Buddha his eternal life.The motif of nine interlocking circles represents
this religious truth. Additionally, digital technology could provide endless possibilities and opportunities for
designers and manufacturers in many fields related to printed garments and textiles. By understanding this
past research of innovative fashion technologies, the design challenge was to create a wearable art piece that
incorporate printing technology and natural elements such as wood into the design while maintaining and
supporting the inspiration as well as adding to the aesthetic quality of the garment as a whole.

Designers: Katelyn Schmidt and Julia Sorboro, Kent State University
Mentor: Chanjuan Chen, Kent State University
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Black Coffee Gossip

In my design research process, I found the poem Black Coffee by Gould. “Smiling sweetly, respected trulls /
Drinking coffee from polished skulls. / A touch of arsenic, “One lump, or two?” / And the cups go round with
their deadly brew. / The Atomic Bomb is an awesome thing / But so is woman . . . / Gossiping - I sought to convey the meaning and feelings of this poem in a 3D wearable art piece. The intent of this design was to create
a garment that reflects a societal issue or norm: gossiping. I wanted to bring awareness to this issue and give
the intangible a presence that is thought provoking. I wanted to create something worthy of someone’s time
to analyze and see the story within it at a closer glance. I wanted to give the audience freedom to interpret
the garment as they see fit.

Designer: Carolyn Simon, Iowa State University
Mentor: Ellen McKinney, Iowa State University
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Afterglow

Fitting in to the fast-paced evolution of marching band uniforms, Afterglow reimagines the traditional marching
band uniform by experimenting with wearable technology, new silhouettes, and garment sustainability to
create a theatrical band uniform inspired by the afterglow of the sunset. The sunset begins with pink hues
infiltrating the light blue sky, and as the sun reaches the horizon, brilliant purples, pinks, yellows, and oranges
glide across the sky. A frenzy of overlapping and intermingling hues soon takes over before giving way to a
pink afterglow remaining in the dark sky. The sunset symbolizes the transition from day to night, revitalizing
those who take the time to observe it. This look showcases the climax of the sunset, where the sun reaches
the horizon and the bright colors take hold of the sky. Worn by female marchers, this uniform epitomizes the
current innovation and theatrics in marching band shows.

Designers:
Cheyenne Smith and Katya Roelse, University of Delaware
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Metamorphosis: A
Transformative Evolution
in Shape, Silhouette, and
Attitude
Inspired by Alien Surrealism, the theme of Metamorphosis was conceived and is reflected in the transformative
nature of the dress. Intending to push the boundaries of traditional gowns, its shape and silhouette morphs
through its removable components to reflect the attitude of the individual wearer. These transformative
elements enable the gown to embody a balance between traditional craftsmanship, elegance, modern textiles,
and technology. The luxurious feel of the outer and lining textiles deliver the utmost consideration for the
wearer, while traditional techniques juxtaposed with a unique laser cut and etched design create a gown of
lavish craftsmanship with distinctive textures. It is the outward embodiment of the wearer’s internal sentiment.

Designer: Mihaela Roxana Stoica, Ryerson University
Mentor: Joshua Williams, Ryerson University
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Mycelium Afoot:
Fashioning Sustainable
Footwear
Apparel and footwear production and consumption contributes 21 billions of pounds of solid waste to landfills
every year in the United States, comprising greater than 5.2% of the country’s solid municipal waste. Furthermore,
many of the shoes sent to landfills contain toxic materials such as PVC, lead, and chromium, which may
contaminate soil, air, and water and pose significant risks to the environment and human health. To remedy
these issues, bio-based materials have become increasingly popular in the fashion industry in the past few
years. Recent successful experimental designs include a green teabased biodegradable cellulose fiber material
and soy-based resin for a shoe sole. The purpose of this research was to develop and evaluate mushroom
mycelium composites that have a potential application for shoe soles.To offer a solution to problems of waste,
pollution, human health concerns, and resource depletion, this research incorporated exclusively natural and
non-toxic materials, and many of the inputs were locally sourced. Previous studies have focused on conservative
footwear for men. The design challenge was to develop feminine footwear based on our target market of
a college-aged woman between 18 and 25. We chose the format of a strappy fashion sandal with a cork-like
shoe sole.

Designers:
WingTang, Jillian Silverman, Kelly Cobb, Huantian Cao, University of Delaware
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Ellis Raincoat

Created as part of my final senior collection, the Ellis Raincoat combines functionality with unique aesthetic
appeal in a versatile garment for everyday rainwear. It is whimsical, playful, soft and sweetly detailed with its
design inspiration drawn from the Tang Dynasty of ancient China with a modern refresh. My goal for the
collection, entitled Rainflower, was for each garment to be visually interesting without sacrificing functionality
and able to mix and match within the line as well as integrate into an existing wardrobe. So, while the Ellis
Raincoat is designed to be more fashionable than typical quality raincoats, it doesn’t lack in functionality with
its breathable water-repellent shell, oversized hood, hidden pockets and storm flap over a sturdy plastic zipper.
This raincoat can complement any existing rainy-day outfit as a versatile piece for the wardrobe that will leave
an impact on others and keep the wearer dry.

Designer:
Stephanie Wang and Elizabeth Bye, University of Minnesota
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Stratified

Stratified is inspired by the rock formations and stratification of the Southwest desert. Stratified is an experimental
design that has a unique surface design technique. The design explores a dichotomous relationship between
structure and fluidity within the silhouette of the dress. The extreme cut outs of the dress defy gravity, while
gracefully flow and curve over the body.This garment is made from a vinyl sand colored pleather that has been
hand painted. In order to create a fluid organic stratified effect, I used a combination of turpentine, pouring
mediums, resins and acrylic paints. The paint was applied in successive layers that were moved and blended
during the drying process. Overall, this design exudes the spirit of the Southwest desert by evoking a surreal
sensation that one may find in the presence of the vast desert.

Designer: Katherine Williams, Cornell University
Mentor, Denise Green, Cornell University
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Plastic Paradise

Plastic Paradise is a wearable art ensemble made of recycled water bottles and vinyl with the purpose of
encouraging creative alternatives and recycling of plastic products. It is made unique through its theme of
sustainability and recyclability. Made of forty-seven 1.5 liter water bottles, this look features a color blocked
woven bustier with shell-like sequins paired with a tiered plastic fringe skirt and a vibrant yellow high-wasted
bikini bottom, utilizing elements and principles of design such as color, texture, and a variety of techniques.
Plastic Paradise is a creative collection made cohesive through its defining factor of recycled plastic and
complimentary color scheme of blues and oranges. In the age of technological innovation, plastic becomes the
new renewable source of apparel production.

Designer: Kaycee Naomi Yoshioka, University of Hawaii at Manoa
Mentor: Minako McCart, University of Hawaii at Manoa
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